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Abstract

Computerized information systems assist people and improve processes by increasing access to
information, automating tasks, and aiding with decision making. This work addresses an
information system designed to assist with the identification of federal environmental
remediation projects. The system specifically improves the preliminary site assessment phase of
the Superfund process. The Superfund program was created as a result of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) passed by Congress in
1980. CERCLA established broad authority for the government to respond to problems posed by
the release, or threat of release, of hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants. The
computerized information system will aid in the gathering of background information about
particular sites under remedial investigation. This information can then be used to determine the
next step in the Superfund process.

This work focuses heavily on the development of an architecture for a site comparison relational
database. Completed preliminary assessment scoresheets of facilities can be a valuable source of
information for potential hazardous waste sites currently under investigation. The Structured
Query Language is used to perform the site comparisons. An example of its implementation,
including the design of a graphical user interface, is also examined using Microsoft Access 95.

The information system was developed in conjunction with the Information Technology, Master
of Engineering students in Civil and Environmental Engineering. The completed information
system will provide both "executive information" and "decision support". "Executives" or other
decision makers and engineers will be able to use the system to impose accountability for
answers to individual scoresheet sections and review the reliability of information that is used to
complete the preliminary site assessment scoresheets. To support individual decisions made for
completing scoresheets for new potential hazardous wastes sites, the information system provides
links to data sources on the Internet and previously recorded preliminary site assessments.

Thesis Supervisors: Patricia Culligan-Hensley
Feniosky Pefia-Mora
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Overview of Superfund (CERCLA) Process

1.1.1 HISTORY

In the past, there was little understanding of what effect certain wastes have on human

health and the environment. Consequently, numerous abandoned hazardous waste sites

contributed to the pollution of the earth's soil, water and air. Some common hazardous waste

sites include abandoned warehouses, manufacturing facilities, processing plants and landfills. In

1980, Congress established the Superfund Program to clean up these sites in response to a

growing concern over the health and environmental risks posed by hazardous wastes. The

Superfund program was created as part of the Comprehensive Environmental Response,

Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), which established broad authority for the

government to respond to problems posed by the release, or threat of release, of hazardous

substances, pollutants, or contaminants. In 1986, CERCLA was amended by the Superfund

Amendments and Reauthorization Act and by the National Contingency Plan (NCP). At present

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), in cooperation with individual states and

tribal governments, administers the Superfund Program.

The Superfund Trust Fund was established to support the cost of cleanup of hazardous

waste sites under the Superfund program. The Trust Fund is supported from taxes on the

chemical and petroleum industries and is used primarily when those companies or people

responsible for contamination at Superfund sites cannot be found, or cannot perform or pay for

the cleanup work.
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1.1.2 CURRENT SUPERFUND PROCESS

The superfund process consists of two main phases: site assessment and remedial

response action (see Figure 1.1.2a). Site assessment is the evaluation of all sites to determine

those sites for which some response action may be required. If appropriate, the result of the site

assessment process is the listing of a hazardous waste site on the National Priorities List (NPL).

For sites that are placed on the NPL, the second phase of the superfund process, the remedial

response action, is performed. During this phase, the nature and extent of contamination is

determined, followed by the selection and implementation of any necessary cleanups at the site.

If threats to human health are imminent, immediate or short-term responses may be performed

during either of these two main phases.

The site assessment phase begins with notification to the EPA of possible releases of

hazardous substances. Sites are then entered into the Comprehensive Environmental Response,

Compensation, and Liability Information System (CERCLIS), which is the EPA's computerized

inventory of potential hazardous substance release sites. The site assessment phase continues

with the Preliminary Assessment and the Site Inspection stages. The Preliminary Assessment

stageuses relatively limited data that is readily available to identify sites that may pose a threat to

human health and the environment, and therefore require further investigation. If the Preliminary

Assessment phase recommends further investigation, only then is the Site Inspection performed.

The purpose of the Site Inspection is to determine which sites have a high probability of

qualifying for the NPL. Once a site has been placed on the NPL, the site will undergo the

remedial response action, as explained previously.

Recently, the EPA developed the Superfund Accelerated Cleanup Model (SACM) to

allow for immediate action combined with continuing study as necessary. The SACM improves

upon the traditional Superfund process, which requires a prolonged initial phase of study and

assessment. Under SACM, the EPA can institute actions to address threats to the health and

safety of the surrounding population and environment as soon as those threats are identified.

Listing sites on the NPL continues to be a prerequisite to using certain remedial action authorities

to clean up contaminated sites.



1.2 Preliminary Assessment under CERCLA

1.2.1 OBJECTIVE

Based on limited data, the Preliminary Assessment (PA) phase is designed to recommend

whether or not a site should undergo further investigation.

1.2.2 SCOPE

As noted in section 1.1.2, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) maintains a

computerized inventory (CERCLIS) of potentially hazardous sites that have been "discovered"

by the EPA regional offices, state agencies or private citizens. Every site in CERCLIS must

undergo the PA. The PA is performed using readily available information about a site and its

surrounding area. The report generated from the PA summarizes the information gathered, and

based on this, concludes that either (i) the site poses no threat to human health or the

environment; (ii) there is a potential threat and the site needs further investigation; or (iii)

emergency actions are necessary. If the site is determined to be potentially hazardous, the PA

report will often be referred to throughout successive stages of the superfund process.

The PA report consists of three parts: the data and site characteristic form, the narrative

report and the PA Scoresheets (Appendix A). The data and site characteristics form, entitled

"Potential Hazardous Waste Site Preliminary Assessment Form," is a four page summary of the

PA scoresheets and the narrative report. The narrative report summarizes all the information

researched and presents it in a predetermined structure. The last section of the narrative report

should summarize the most important characteristics of the site and explain the major points of

concern. The final section, the PA scoresheet, is described in the following section.

The Guidance for Performing Preliminary Assessments under CERCLA (U.S. EPA

540/G-91/013, Sept. 1991) defines the scope of the Preliminary Assessment as sufficient to

complete the following tasks:



* Review existing information about the site.

* Conduct a site and environs reconnaissance.

* Collect additional information about the site with an emphasis on target

information.

* Evaluate all information and develop a site score.

* Prepare a brief site summary report and site characteristics form.

Filling out the three sections takes an average of 120 hours for each site, and the

information can be presented informally (i.e. legible handwriting as opposed to type written).

1.2.3 THE PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT SCORESHEETS

The PA scoresheets are distributed as a workbook made up of checklists, worksheets,

factor value tables, and scoring forms, each with brief instructions and guidelines for scoring

(Appendix A). Some regions may require additional scoresheets, but there is a set of standard

scoresheets that must be filled out for all regions.

The scoresheets are divided into six sections; General Site Information, Source and Waste

Evaluation, and four more sections corresponding to the four hazardous substance exposure

routes called pathways; Ground Water Pathway, Surface Water Pathway, Soil Exposure Pathway

and Air Pathway. Each pathway section is loosely divided into three sections based on factor

categories; likelihood of release (relative likelihood of a hazardous substance migrating from the

site through the specific pathway), target (presence of people, physical resources or

environmental resources that may be threatened by release of a hazardous material from the site),

and Waste Characteristics (an estimation of the type and quantity of the wastes at the site). The

particular importance of each factor can vary with the pathway, but, for example, primary targets

are weighed heavily in the score regardless of pathway.

The scoresheets are set up so that the left hand pages of the workbook provide

instructions for filling out the right hand pages, and often explain the questions asked in greater

detail, or help the environmental engineer transfer data obtained into a numerical score for a

particular section by providing tables and formulas. There is also a review for internal

consistency included in the workbook, which is designed to eliminate inconsistencies in the

report, which may undermine its overall validity. The EPA stresses, however, that the reviews



and guidelines are merely to assist the environmental engineers in the scoring process, and much

of the time the engineer will be expected to use his or her professional judgment in the actual

scoring.

In this manner, many sections or pages are assigned a total score, which is combined at

the end to determine the overall score of the site. Many of the pages, however, simply ask for an

explanation of certain aspects of the site in paragraph form, rather than a numerical score. The

total time to research the information and score a site averages about 100 hours, and writing the

reports averages about 20 hours. Sites determined to be ineligible for CERCLA response (i.e.

sites where there is no danger of hazardous waste leakage, not simply a lack of targets) may

submit abbreviated PA reports. The scoresheets need not be submitted for CERCLIS analysis.

However, the first two pages of the Potential Hazardous Waste Site Preliminary Assessment

Form and the narrative report remain a requirement.

Finally, the decision (i.e. further action or no action) made concerning the PA is usually

based on the overall site score. In general, a score of 28.50 or higher receives a recommendation

for further investigation, while a score of less than 28.50 receives a "No Further Remedial Action

Planned" (NFRAP) recommendation.



2.0 Information System

This section covers the definition of an information system, how information systems are

used in decision making processes, and gives examples of applications in the environmental

field. Then, an architecure is presented of the development of an information sytem under the

current preliminary assessment process as well as in the future.

2.1 Definition of an Information System

An information system can simply be defined as a system for retrieving appropriate and

relevant data from a source and transferring it to a designated target with different format. A

more advanced information system would also consist of a unit for processing the data and

adding meaning to it.

Although extremely complex, the human brain is the smallest information system in

terms of scale. Our brains contain a large amount of information that we call knowledge. When

we encounter a problem, part of our brain requires information from another. After the

knowledge is processed, it is expressed through speech, writing or body movement. A think

tank-generally a group of people with similar skill-sets that come together to solve a problem-

is an even more complex setup of an information system. Although they have a greater number

and resources, think tanks introduce complex problems of conflict resolution and sharing.

A more diversified information system is demonstrated in a company. People with

different interests and skill-sets are put together to help the company perform better as a whole.

Information is stored not only in employees' brains, but also on paper and on other formats.

Processors of the information system can include engineers and scientists, office administrators,

accountants and managers, depending on what type of organization the company is.

Other large-scale information systems are universities and governments. These

information systems are extremely complicated. More importantly, however, is the fact that

knowledge transfer in these complex systems comes from different sources. For example, when

a student has a question, the information and knowledge sources can be professors, teaching

assistants or roommates. The reliability of this information can vary according to the source.

Because of the difficulty in ensuring reliability of information, computerized information



systems have been implemented all over the world. Initially, many of these systems were

developed to alleviate the human work force from some rather routine processes such as

automatic payroll systems and inventory tracking systems. These systems, like specialists,

performed tasks within their knowledge boundaries.

As computer processing power and storage capabilities continuously grow, computerized

information systems, referred to as information system from now on, are becoming more

sophisticated. People are beginning to tackle issues surrounding reliability by improving

communication; electronic-mailing and newsgroup systems are examples of such communication

improvement that have been recently introduced.

2.2 Use of Information Systems in Decision Making Process

In addition to performing routine tasks, Information System can also support the decision

making process through two modules: the Decision Support System and the Executive

Information System. The Decision Support System and Executive Information System are being

applied not only to help users make better decisions, but also to reduce the processing time.

A Decision Support System (DSS) is an information system designed to provide

employees access to information crucial to their decision-making processes. The scope of a DSS

is rather broad; any system providing its user knowledge can be categorized as a DSS. For

example, Tiger Creek, a paper manufacturer, introduced in 1983 an Expense Tracking System

(ETS) to allow operators at the mill to make better technical adjustments by studying cost impact

information provided by the ETS (Bronsema, 1984).

Frito-Lay Inc., a food distribution giant, developed a DSS through the use of Hand-Held

Computers (HHC). This DSS provides delivery and shelving employee better information on

how to re-distribute and re-shelf a store. Thus, the employees can not only base their decisions

on past experiences, but also obtain accurate and up-to-date account information for the

particular store at which they work. Using this system, new employees learn quickly and soon

become a productive part of the team (Applegate, 1989).

In addition to their DSS, Frito-Lay also implemented an Executive Information System

(EIS). In general, an Executive Information System is an information system designed to



provide senior managers access to information relevant to their management activities. This

includes information concerning the company finance and accounting, the employee work-

schedule, and the marketing, annual and quarterly reports. Because managers use the

information gathered by an EIS to make fast and accurate decisions, companies using a well-

designed EIS will gain competitive advantages over their competitors (Leidner, 1993).

Decision Support Systems and Executive Information Systems provide a new way to do

business. They have simplified information searches and the presentation of information. As an

information intensive and massive decision-based industry, the Environmental Engineering

Industry can benefit greatly from both DSS and EIS systems.

2.3 Applications of Information Systems in the Environmental Field

Environmental project management can be a very difficult task because so many factors

must be taken into account. Environmental decision making involves understanding not only the

immediate impact of human activity on the environment, but also issues like human health,

economic costs, current and pending regulation and fairness. In principle, all of these interrelated

factors have a bearing on any decision made relating to the environment.

To deal with these complex problems, the environmental engineering industry could

greatly benefit by utilizing information technology. In general, there are three domains in which

information technology can make a real difference. The first domain is in the modeling of

complex environmental processes. Air and water quality modeling are good examples. The

second domain is in information management. Integrating information from diverse sources is

necessary in order to make sound decisions. Important sources of information range from field-

monitored data, to simulation results, to documents on regulatory policy. Finally, the last

domain involves modeling the decision process itself and providing the structure and support to

enable policy makers to make timely, balanced decisions that are consistent with what we know

about the environment.

Satisfying the first criterion of environmental project management, analysis programs

available in the market range from air quality modeling tools to groundwater migration modeling

tools. In terms of information management, many United States government agencies are



actively developing standardized information systems for storing geographic data, so called

Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Using Global Positioning Systems (GPS), GIS

databases store information about specific locations using their northings, eastings and

elevations.

At present, most environmental engineering Decision Support Systems, which tend to be

hybrid systems of modeling and information management, are in the development stage. For

example, the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis has developed a working beta

of a DSS named the Decision Support System for Evaluation of River Basin Strategies

(DESERT). In a user-friendly environment based upon a Microsoft Windows interface,

DESERT provides integration of important stages of decision support including data

management, model calibration, simulation and optimization, and presentation of results

(Somly6dy, 1996).

Although most DSSs are under development and are therefore not commercially

available, most of the Executive Information Systems, which combine all three functions of

environmental project management, are only in the conceptual design phase. The Environmental

Programs Group at MCNC's North Carolina Supercomputing Center is developing the

Environmental Decision Support System (EDSS) that includes all three aspects of environmental

project management, making it more like an executive information system. Working closely

with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), EDSS focuses on a "next-generation" air

quality modeling system (Bilicki, 1996).

2.4 Proposed Information System for Preliminary Site Assessment under
CERCLA

The global objective of this project was to develop information systems that can support

decision making during the complex process of hazardous waste site remediation. An

Information System is proposed for Preliminary Site Assessment under CERCLA, which was

used as a spedific focus for the project objective. This system has two components as shown in

Figure 2.4a.



Figure 2.4a Information System for Preliminary Site Assessment

The first proposes a system to assist with the current PA process. The next proposes a system to

futher enhance the support the current process. Both processes are discussed below.

2.4.1 ARCHITECTURE UNDER CURRENT PRELIMINARY SITE ASSESSMENT PROCESSES

Use of the system requires following a series of steps to complete the preliminary

assessment scoresheet. First the user enters general information about a site for a new study or

selects an site that is in the process of undergoing preliminary assessment. Then, the user selects

which question to answer, and the system accesses the data store that is relevant to that question

and returns the answer. Often, the answer will be accompanied by a recommendation for

evaluation and a confidence level assigned to the data source thus accessed. The user will then

set the confidence level to the answer. In the future, when the DSS and the EIS information

systems for the PA are connected, the results of the query will be recorded in a database within



the system. If no answer is available in standard electronic form, the system will access its own

intelligent search engine to point out possible storage locations for the information on the

Internet.

For example, one of the (multiple choice) questions on the scoresheet is, "Is precipitation

in the area heavy?" with possible answers, "Yes," "No," and "Unknown." Asking for the answer

to this question will send the system to a database that has precipitation information for the

region. In this case, the system will return a numeric value for the average amount of yearly

rainfall in the area of that site. This value will be accompanied by a confidence rating for the

source and a recommendation (in this case a statistic saying what level of precipitation is

considered heavy). The user may then take this recommendation (or not), thereby answering the

question, and then assign a confidence level to the answer. The user may also choose not to

answer the question at this particular time by indicating that no decision is made, and go on to

the next question or exit the system.

When the user reaches the end of the scoresheet, he or she will be able to ask the system

tocalculate a score for the site based on the questions answered. The user will then be able to

obtain a more permanent copy of the work by printing out the scoresheets.

Figure 2.4.1a Flow of Information

The following give the steps to filling out the scoresheets.

1. The user will fill out the scoresheet question by question. The program will provide the

relevant supporting information, with an assigned confidence level to each piece of



information.

2. After filling out the scoresheet, the user can SCORE the site.

From user's prospectiv

New web site is opened on the user 's site.

All the relevant information is stored on the client 's
server - no calls need to be made to the server.
There is an option for additional web search that
would require calling server.

Software on the client calculates the score.

,e: System:

Figure 2.4.1b User's Prospective

2.4.2 FUTURE ARCHITECTURE OF PRELIMINARY SITE ASSESSMENT PROCESSES

While the proposed information system will greatly improve the current PA process by

making information more reliable and readily available, the potential exists for future

enhancements to both the PA process and the information system supporting it. Under the current

system, information from a variety of electronic sources facilitates the question-by-question

completion of the PA scoresheets. In addition to calculating a final numerical score that

determines the next stage of the CERCLA process, the information system could be enhanced by

somehow reusing the completed site/facility assessments. Once the proposed information system

has been used to complete one or more PA's, a database of previous studies will exist. This

additional data source could provide valuable comparisons for performing new studies. If a new

site has characteristics that are in some way similar to sites that have been studied previously,



completing the PA process may be facilitated by referring to these previous studies. Some

characteristics that could be common between sites include geographic location, suspected

release of hazardous wastes, and type of facility or operations engaged on the site. Comparing

new sites with completed studies would provide an additional check for reliability and support

for the current site under assessment.

Expanding beyond the scope of aiding engineers and scientists, the Decision Support

System can also incorporate the concept of an Executive Information System to provide better

information for senior management. For example, a senior manager could use the system to

manage the individual progress of preliminary site assessment of various sites the person

oversees. An EIS also opens new opportunities in document tracking and decision management.

These new functions allow senior managers, especially the Chief Executive Officer and the

Chief Financial Officer, to better monitor and control the company performance and growth rate.



3.0 Results For Architecture Under Current PA Processes

Specifically, the tasks performed during this componenet of the project included the

development of a graphical user interface for the existing PA scoresheets, the development of a

data store search engine for the Groundwater Criteria Pathway list and the development of a data

store search for the Surface Water Criteria Pathway List. The results from each of these tasks are

described under separate sections below.

3.1 Graphical User Interface for Existing Preliminary Site Assessment
Scoresheet

3.1.1 OVERVIEW OF THE GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE OF THE ELECTRONIC SCORESHEET

The Graphical User Interface for the electronic scoresheet presents information filtered

out from the system that is determined to be useful to the user. The interface for the electronic

scoresheet provides (1) better definition of fields to make it easier for the user to fill out clearly

stated questions, (2) integration between the parts of the system that provide supporting

information, and (3) automation capabilities for calculating the score of the site. Each of these

points is described below:

First, the electronic scoresheet has better defined fields than the original paper PA

Scoresheet. Many of the long and vaguely posed questions are rewritten in shorter form. New

fields are created to simplify answering of the questions. In many instances, a list of possible

answers is provided from which the user has an option of selecting one of the choices from the

list or entering a new value that is not on the list. Although much reformatting was done to

simplify and clarify the electronic scoresheet, at no instance was information was omitted. The

electronic scoresheet therefore reduces the complexity of filling out the document.

Second, the Graphical User Interface provides integration of the many parts of the

system. It displays results of a query for supporting information from both the external databases

and other web based sources. When answering each question, the user has an option of looking

up additional information related to that particular question. In the future, the electronic

scoresheet will be almost entirely filled out automatically using information filtered out from

other parts of the system.



Finally, the electronic scoresheet has capabilities of automatically calculating the score

and selecting values from tables based on the user input. This eliminates tedious calculations by

hand and an understanding of the layout of the tables.

3.1.2 STRUCTURE OF THE ELECTRONIC SCORESHEET

Since the current procedure for preliminary site assessment undergoes constant change,

the format of the scoresheet is also subject to changes. When developing the current format of

the scoresheet document, flexibility was a main factor in determining the structure and

technology used to implement the system.

Currently, the scoresheet is broken into parts corresponding to physical aspects of the

environment: ground water, surface water, soil, air, in addition to two sections about the site and

the source of contamination, and a final conclusion section. Each one of the eight parts of the

electronic scoresheet corresponds to one section of the existing scoresheet document. The first

part asks for the name and address of the site and the investigator. Based on this information,

both external and internal databases are searched for relevant information that could be used to

fill out subsequent parts of the scoresheet. This part can be extended to allow logging into a

system.

The next two pages contain more detailed general information about the site and the

possible source of the contamination. Those pages will be filled out partially by the system,

based on the name of the site, and partially by the investigator. Based on this information, an

internal database is created that will help with filling out the following parts of the scoresheet.

Figure 3.1.2a shows an example of the electronic general information form.

The next four parts will provide the score for individual aspects of the environment,

including ground water, surface water, soil pathway, and air pathway. The user will be asked to

fill out all of the information that is not filled out automatically by the system. For some of the

questions, the user can do an additional search for information. For each of the pages, the

calculation of the score is automated, based on the answered questions. Figure 3.1.2b shows an

example of one secion of the electronic ground water pathway scoresheet.

The last part integrates all the information from the individual parts and the final score is

calculated automatically by the application. Figure 3.1.2c shows the electronic form of the final

score section.
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3.1.3 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ELECTRONIC SCORESHEET

Implementation of Graphical User Interface

To provide flexibility to the user and the developer, the electronic scoresheet is a web-

based application. This grants platform independence and allows data to be stored on distributed

sites. The pages are created dynamically using CGI Perl script to allow (1) filling out default

values relevant to the site that are a result of the initial and sequential searches, and (2) provide

connectivity between the pages.

In its present state, the user is allowed to fill out the scoresheet only sequentially page by

page. The values from the previous sections are carried over to the following sections. The

system can be updated to allow the user to browse back and forth between the pages in any order.

HTML frames are used to implement this feature. One frame that contains an index of all the

pages allows the user to select any page at any instance, while the other contains the actual page.

The fields in each form are a part of the HTML <FORM>. Text fields, check boxes,
radio buttons, text areas, and lists are used to present information. Most of the formatting of the
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pages is done through usage of the tags <TABLE> and <LIST>.

Upon pressing the "Next Page" button, the values of the fields are sent to CGI bin, where

the data is written into temporary files, and a new page is created. Writing information into a

temporary file is necessary because the HTML page itself has no capacityto store any

information. Thus upon exiting a page, all the information is lost and can not be recovered.

Pearl script was used for storing and reading back information to and from the temporary files.

This also allows the creation of dynamic pages with information from previous pages using

default values provided by the system.

Calculations and Automation of Tables

Java Applets are used to perform calculations on data from fields that are located on the

same web page. For example, scores for individual parts are calculated using Java Applets.

Parameters are sent from the HTML page to the Java Applet, which performs the operation and

displays the results in the Java Applet fields called "Score". Based on the user input, appropriate

values from tables are automatically selected and displayed in the result fields.

Java Script would be an alternative technology to Java Applet, but currently it is only

supported by Netscape, and thus this application would be limited only to this particular browser.

Temporary Storage of Information

For temporary storage of the information entered on each HTML page, a temporary file is

created via CGI Perl script. The web browser has no way of storing information, so each time a

web page is exited, all the information that was on it will be lost. To recreate the page again with

all the values in the fields, the CGI Perl script reinstates this page using information from the

temporary files. Although not currently implemented this same method will also allow the user

to go back and forth between the pages in the future when it is anticipated that this feature will be

available.



Session Registration and Garbage Collection upon Exit

Using CGI scripts to store temporarily information and to create web pages dynamically

to provide connectivity between the pages has a serious drawback, as this does not register

sessions of particular users. Thus, if at any time the user decides to exit the application other

than when the scoresheet is completed, there is no way to destroy the temporary files

automatically. This problem can be eliminated by sending all the information to a central

database, which requires building a bridge between the database and the CGI bin.

3.1.4 ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATION SCHEME

Another way to implement the graphical user interface of the system is to use one Java

Applet for the entire scoresheet. Passing variables between the various parts of the scoresheet is

very easy, as all the variables are stored within one application. Since no temporary files are

necessary, the problem of garbage collection upon an unexpected exit could be eliminated, as

traces of Java Applets are destroyed when the application suddenly exits.

A serious drawback of using a single Java Applet for the entire scoresheet is its lack of

flexibility. Changing parts of the application is complicated, involving adding functions to

handle events, and recompiling the source code. Development of such a large size Java Applet is

also difficult to debug. Finally, creating the user interface is complicated, as the layout of the

web page is harder to control in Java Applet.

3.1.5 FUTURE RECOMMENDATION

In its final form, provided the information is available, the majority of the scoresheet can

be filled out automatically, and then it can be viewed and verified by the investigator. Upon

submission of the first page, a search for data will return necessary information that would assist

with filling out the entire scoresheet. The user will have a chance to request additional

information and check the confidence level of the source. This last function is already partially

implemented in the current version of the application for a limited number of questions. The

next two sections will cover the information search in more depth.



In the future, if the site is to be used as a commercial site, a better way of storing

information than in temporary files will have to be created. Also, the problem of garbage file

destruction, that will result from an unexpected termination of the application, needs to be

addressed.

Creating a web-based application has many advantages. The user is no longer restricted to

a particular platform and does not have to worry about installation of the software, provided that

he/she already uses a web browser.

For more information on the graphical user interface of this system, refer to Lukasiak,

1990.



3.2 Development of Internet Search Engine for Groundwater Pathway Criteria
List

Five years ago, the Internet was a word that many of us weren't even familiar with.

Today, the Internet has become an integral part of our business, academic, and social everyday

environments. Because it has the potential to be a powerful tool in gathering, sorting, and

retrieving data, This explains the importance of the Internet in decision support systems.

Through the use of modem Internet search engine utilities, one can now sort through

millions of documents held in a large number of locations around the globe in one single mouse

click. There is an increasing number of commercial web sites now available to the public for the

purpose of finding documents on the Internet that contain key words or phrases that qualify the

information the user desires. Using these search engines in a decision support system gives the

user the opportunity to view documentation relating to the current decision at hand, which they

may possibly not have had access to in the past.

3.2.1 AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION ON THE INTERNET FOR COMPLETION OF PA

SCORESHEETS

For the purpose of completing a PA Scoresheet for an environmental clean up, there are

many Internet web sites available to aid in the decision making process. These both general

websites', containing information which can be applied to virtually any clean-up site, and in

some cases specific websites, where information pertaining to only one particular clean-up

location can be found. It is important to note that in both cases, documents contained in the

website are maintained by the party owning that particular domain and the reliability of

information found is often indeterminate.

One example of a general website where non-site-specific information pertaining to

environment clean up can be found is maintained by the US Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA), "http://www.epa.gov/". This site contains information varying from state and local

1 A "website" is generally considered a domain location (i.e. www.epa.gov, www.mmr.org,

etc...) where any series of "web pages" (actual documents such as index.html, etc...) are located.



environmental protection laws, to educational resources, to links to specific clean-up sites.

Because the EPA maintains this website, the information found here can be assumed to be

accurate and reliable. However, the final decision with respect to data reliability must be made

by the engineer completing the PA Scoresheet. Thus, it may be useful to contact the webserver

administrator to verify the status of the information found on a particular website.

3.2.2 ACCESSING INTERNET SEARCH TOOLS THROUGH THE USE OF COMMON GATEWAY

INTERFACE

As mentioned earlier, there are many Internet search utilities available free to the public.

Some examples of these include Excite (http://www.excite.com), Yahoo!

(http://www.yahoo.com), and Alta Vista (http://www.altavista.com). Each of these companies

has developed programs that search their extensive databases of URL's (Universal Resource

Locators) to return a series of web pages that contain the search string queries entered by users.

In each case, the pages returned may vary due to differences in the databases maintained and the

search programs created by the different companies. For this reason, it may be desirable to use

multiple search engines in order to increase the chances of finding exactly the information

required. This is known as "metasearching". An example of this technique can be found at

"http://metasearch.com/".

Search engines, such as those listed above, use the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) 2

CGI protocol allows anonymous users to access and run programs located on their web server

and send the information back to the user's web browser. Furthermore, the use of CGI allows

variables to be passed to these programs, as in the case of search strings or user names. The

usual method for accessing these search programs is through HTML forms where values for each

of the variables may be entered and the program may be run with a mouse or key click.

Alternatively, one may run the program directly by entering the variable names with their values

following the URL of the CGI program at the "Go to:" line of your web browser, or through the

Open URL dialog box. An example of this is:

"http ://search.yahoo.com/bin/search?p=common+gateway+interface".

Knowing how to access these search engines directly, HTML documents can be

2 For more information on Common Gateway Interface, see "http://hoohoo.ncsa.uiuc.edu/cgi/".



generated dynamically that contain links to specific search results pages, not just search engine

home pages. Using this one CGI program, the user can pass just one search string and have direct

access to results from a variety of commercial search engines. This places a wide variety of

Internet documentation relating to their search in one convenient location.

3.2.3 MULTI-KEYWORD SEARCHING

As anyone who has used an Internet search engine most likely knows, the search results

returned are sometimes not exactly the results being sought. Often, the user will have to wade

through a variety of unrelated web pages to find exactly what it is they are interested in finding.

This usually happens because one (or all) of the search words used may also be found in

documents pertaining to a completely different subject matter (an example of this is the word

"environment", which could pertain to a wide variety of topics). In order to limit the pages

returned to only those pertaining to the exact topic being searched, it is often useful to

"parameterize" the search.

Mulit-keyword searching involves adding a series of search words to a search string

variable that will help to better describe the information sought. It is helpful if the words used

are likely not to be found on any site pertaining to a different subject matter. An example of this

would be to add the word "groundwater" to a search for the word "environment". Sites

pertaining to topics such as "political environment" or "social environment" will most likely not

contain the word "groundwater". Therefore, these unrelated sites will not appear at the top of

your search results window and the user need not bother wading through countless sites about

President Clinton or the newest craze.

Following are two examples from the Ground Water Pathway sheet of the PA Scoresheet

showing the questions asked, the call made to run the search program, and the list of keywords

used.



3.2.4 DISPLAYING RESULTS

As mentioned above, links to search results will be displayed in a web browser window

in HTML format. Because users will need to run the program many times (perhaps once for each

question answered), and will then need to return to the PA Scoresheet document window to

record their decisions, it is inconvenient to use the same browser window for both the scoresheet

and the search results. For this reason, when the search program is run, a new browser window

will be opened. This allows the engineer to follow long search paths without the hassle of going

back to the original PA Scoresheet document. Figures 3.2.4a and 3.2.4b show screen captures of

a theoretical user session, one with just the scoresheet browser window open, and one with both

scoresheet and search windows open.

Question: Are sources poorly contained?

HTML call: href="../../../scripts/gwp_testring=MMR%2bgroundwater%2bGround%2bWater%2b

Groundwater%2bPlume%2bplume%2bcontamination%2bsource%2bcontained%2bMassachusetts%2bMilitary%2b

Reservation%2bwww.mmr.org" target=search

Keywords: MMR groundwater Ground Water Groundwater Plume plume contamination source contained

Massachusetts Military Reservation www.mmr.org

Question: Is waste quantity particularly large?

HTML call: href="../../../scripts/gwptest.pl?searchstring=MMR%2bgroundwater/2bGround%2bWater%2b

Groundwater%2bPlume%2bplume%2bwaste%2bquantity%2bMassachusetts%2bMilitary%2bReservation%2bwww

.mmr.org" target=search

Keywords: MMR groundwater Ground Water Groundwater Plume plume waste quantity Massachusetts Military

Reservation www.mmr.org

Figure 3.2.3a Example of Internet Search Engine



Figure 3.2.4a Ground Water Pathway Section of Electronic PA Scoresheet
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3.3 Development of Data Store Search Engine for Surface Water Pathway
Criteria List

3.3.1 THE DATA STORE SEARCH ENGINE'S ROLE IN THE SYSTEM

The data store search engine contains static links to data sources that are in a known,
standard format. This section of the system is diagrammed in Figure 3.3.1 a, which is a cropped
section of Figure 2.4.1 a. PA Scoresheet questions that can be answered by these data sources are
marked with a "Query" button placed next to them on the electronic scoresheets. This button
initiates the search of the appropriate data sources. These include data sources that are in a
parable standard format on the World Wide Web, on a connectable CD-ROM, or any other
source where the information is in a format that allows the computer to extract specific
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information from the database without the user's help. Generally, this means that the data is held

in a spreadsheet or database format, as opposed to a written document, or a less formatted

information list.

User Information

eStandard Format Databases

Scoresheet

Figure 3.3.1a Data Store Search Engine System Diagram

The extent of the implementation of the data store search engine described here was

limited by the current availability of documents containing PA Scoresheet information in a

standard format. The environmental consultant on this project, Kenneth Till, was able to locate

one such data source; a United States Geological Survey (USGS) web site that provides water-

use information for fifty states in the US. For this project, the USGS data source file for the state

of Massachusetts was connected to the PA Scoresheets for the MMR.



3.3.2 DESCRIPTION OF USGS DATA SOURCE

Each of the available USGS data source files contains information for a particular state in

the United States. The data were gathered in 1990, and placed in standard text files written in

spreadsheet format, with each row corresponding to a county in that state. Although the file

currently connected to the PA Scoresheet is for the state of Massachusetts, combining the

different state files into one countrywide file for conducting more generic queries would be an

easy task, if this system were to be used for different Superfund sites in the future.

The column headings of the data file are codes for the water-use data elements present. A

brief description of the file format is in Appendix B and a complete list of the water-use data

elements along with their codes and descriptions is given in Appendix C. The elements used in

the current system, together with the PA Scoresheet questions contained in Appendix A that they

have been used to answer are as follows:

* ps-popgw (total population served by the ground water in the area), used to answer questions

3 and 4 on page 8 of the PA scoresheet

* to-totsw (total surface water used in millions of gallons per day), used to answer the first

question in the "Suspected Release" column of page 11 of the scoresheets

* do-sstot (total domestic water withdrawals), used to answer the first question in the "Primary

Targets" column of page 11 of the scoresheets

* ps-popsw (total population served by the surface water in the area), used to answer questions

4 and 5 on page 12 of the scoresheets



3.3.3 MATCHING EXISTING DATA SOURCE INFORMATION WITH SCORESHEET QUESTIONS

Many of the questions on the scoresheet are currently unanswerable from existing data

sources. However, much of the required information could one day be compiled into a

spreadsheet or a database format.

For the system developed here, the scoresheet questions that have been linked to the

existing data stores will be distinguishable by a "Query" button placed next to them. Pushing the

button will open a new browser window that will display the results of the query. The results of

any queries run from that point forwards will also appear in the same browser window.

When the answer is received from the data source, some of the PA Scoresheet questions

require interpolation on the part of the user in order to translate the answer into relevant

scoresheet information. For example, with the question "Is surface water nearby," (question 1,

column 1, page 11), the system currently returns the amount of surface water used in the area. If

this number is greater than zero, than the user will answer, "Yes," and if not, "No." Obvious

answers such as this are not automatically filled in by the system, however, inorder to ensure that

the user takes an active role in answering the question.

When the user pushes this "Query" button, they are actually executing a program that is

on the same server as the web page they are viewing. As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, the system

currently accesses a USGS file containing Massachusetts's water-use information. It is

envisioned that when the system is complete, the user will log on to a particular account and

select the Superfund site that they wish to assess. This selection will automatically tell the

system which data files to access. The particular button pushed will tell the system which

question is being asked, and the program will then determine how to run the query for that

particular piece of information. The query will be run on the data source (also located at the

site). The information will be parsed into HTML so the web browser can read it, and post it for

the user.

It is important to note that for a particular scoresheet question, the program to execute the

query and the data source components of the system must be on the same server. However, this

server does not need to be the same server as that used for the main system user interface. This

means that if there is an organization that maintains a standard format data source, the program

to access their data will need to be on their server, otherwise their data files will need to be

downloaded to another server. If the source is public, there should not be a problem bringing



data into a server controlled by EIDSS administrators. If it is a private data source, permission

must be obtained to access it. Once the permission is obtained, the relative locations of the data

source and the program can be easily placed as required.

3.3.4 CONCLUSION

In general, the nature of the information requested on the scoresheets is not conducive to

being placed in a database. It is far more likely that if data sources are created in the future,

whether they are text files on the web, or CD-ROMs, they will be in spreadsheet format, as the

one currently used to demonstrate the development of a data source search engine here. The

demonstration system that has been implemented in this project could be expanded to access

other text data sources very easily, with the addition of approximately ten lines of code. This

expansion will be simple, because the entire framework required to make this type of connection

has been completed. If data sources of other types are found, it is estimated that the amount of

code required to incorporate them will be similar. However, there will be some additional

configuring that the system administrator would need to perform. The difficulty of this process

will vary with the type of data source to be included in the search engine.

For more information on the the development of the data store search engine for the

surface water criteria list, refer to Mukhopadhyay, 1997.



4.0 System Architecture For the Interactive Preliminary Assessment
Scoresheet Database

4.1 Overview

4.1.1 MOTIVATION

The feasibility of using databases located on the Internet and from local CD-ROM to

complete preliminary site assessment scoresheets is limited by the actual availability of

information from these data sources. One of the most useful sources of data may be previously

completed PA scoresheets. Once the proposed information system discussed in this project has

been used to complete one or more PA's, a database of previous scoresheets will be available for

site comparisons. If a new site under investigation has characteristics that are in some way

similar to sites that have been studied previously, completion of the new PA may be facilitated

by referring to the database of these previous studies. Comparing new sites with completed

studies will provide an additional check for reliability and support for the current site under

assessment. This section summarizes the proposed architecture for an interactive database of PA

scoresheets for cross-site comparison. This architecture will enhance the utility of the currently

proposed decision support system. The database of scoresheets will additionally be used for

implementation of the executive information system as well, which may be referenced in Kuo,

1997.

4.1.2 DESIGN AND POPULATION OF DATA STORAGE

In order to take full advantage of the completed PA scoresheets, some data storage must

be developed to keep track of the completed studies. A relational database, which is a set of data

tables linked by common data fields, is well suited for this purpose because it can both adapt to

change and is efficient when good design principles are followed (Hawryszkiewycz, 1990).

Any number of commercially available relational databases can be used to develop the

tables that store the completed PA scoresheets. As more PA scoresheets are completed and

entered into the database, more information will be available for site comparisons and the

support of completion of other PA scoresheets. The best way to populate the database is to

provide a direct connection between the proposed information system that will allow storage of

user input provided over the Internet. The ease of accomplishing this task will depend on



development of current and new technologies. For example, both Microsoft Access '97 and

Oracle provide interfaces to allow connection to their databases through the Internet, but they are

limited by the flexibility they provide with respect to the manipulation of the databases and are

difficult to set up.

4.1.3 DATABASE QUERIES AND COMPARISON CRITERIA

The database should be designed with particular queries or retrieval of information from

the interactive database in mind. Knowing what kinds of questions will be "asked" of the

database will affect the design of the tables and data fields. At a minimum, the database should

allow easy viewing of the various sections of the PA sections. These include General Site

Information, General Facility Information, Source Evaluation, Ground Water Pathway, Surface

Water Pathway, Air Pathway, Soil Pathway, and Scoring. The user should be able to select a

facility and site and then be able to view any of the mentioned sections.

The real benefit of the database will be derived from its ability to perform comparisons

between sites based on specific criteria such as geographic location, types of hazardous wastes,

type of facility or operations, and types of waste sources.

The most flexible option will be the selection of any type and number of parameters for

performing site comparisons. For example, sites could be ranked by both geographic location and

the type or number of similar hazardous wastes. An additional option of comparing sites by

individual sections (ground water, surface water, air, and soil pathways) will allow ranking of

sites based on answers within these sections of the PA.



4.1.4 USING THE SYSTEM

To illustrate how the interactive database could be utilized, consider the case where the

geographic location is used as a parameter for comparison of sites. A geographic location

specified by latitude and longitude coordinates would first be entered. A query would then be run

outputting a listing of sites ranked by proximity to the specified geographic location.

Alternatively, the user could select to first choose the geographical location of a particular site.

The resulting query would return a specific number of sites ranked by proximity to the chosen

site. The use of the type of facility or operations, types and sources of wastes could be used in

similar fashion. The user explicitly inputs a value for which the sites are ranked, or the user

selects a site on which to run a comparison. In the case where comparisons are based on

individual sections of the PA scoresheet, such as the ground water pathway or surface water

pathway, a completed or partially completed PA will have to be selected first as the basis for the

comparison. The result of all of these queries will be a listing of the most similar PA scoresheets.

The user will then be able to select any of the sites returned by the query and then view the

contents of the completed PA for the selected site.

4.1.5 MAKING USE OF THE RESULTS

If a facility is located very near some other site or has been contaminated by the same

hazardous substances, or is similar in any other way to another sites, then the user may find it

useful to peruse the information that was used to fill out the completed scoresheets of previous

sites. The most useful information may be found in the "memo" sections contained in each of the

major sections of the PA scoresheet. These sections, which give further explanation as to the

rationale behind answering some of the questions, may cause whomever is responsible for

completing the current PA scoresheet to think of some factors that are not explicitly covered by

the PA scoresheet questions themselves. Additionally, where sites share particular

characteristics, the scoresheets can be compared to see if the data are reasonable. For example, if

two sites were located very near each other, it would be expected that the population distribution

recorded in both scoresheets should be similar as well.



4.1.6 INTERACTIVE DATABASE ORGANIZATION

The rest of this chapter describes the system architecture for building an interactive

database of preliminary assessment scoresheets for cross-site comparison. The information given

here is intended to be independent of the system implementation, while Chapter 5 provides an

example implementation of the system using the relational database, Microsoft Access 95.

In what follows, an explanation of the basic fundamentals of relational database design

followed by a description of the preliminary assessment scoresheet database. An introduction to

the Structured Query Language is then presented to provide an understanding of how to use the

database in order to make site comparisons. Finally, this description of the system architecture is

concluded by explaining the Structured Query Language statements that would be used to

perform the site comparisons in the database.

4.2 Information System Design - Relational Databases

Although the preliminary assessment database is based on a standard government form, it

is important to allow the flexibility to modify the design both during the development of the

database and in the future. It is equally important to have an efficient design for storage and

retrieval of data. The relational database model can both adapt to change and is efficient when

good design principles are followed (Hawryszkiewycz, 1990). This section will discuss how to

design a good relational database. Section 4.3 will describe the design of the preliminary

assessment scoresheet database.

4.2.1 A NON-RELATIONAL DATABASE EXAMPLE

If someone were asked to design a way to store information about a site that was

undergoing preliminary assessment, part of the database might look like Figure 4.2. a.



PreliminaryAssesment Table

3450 Herbert Rd. I LF-1
Bourne, MA 02542
3450 Herbert Rd.
Bourne, MA 02542
3450 Herbert Rd.
Bourne, MA 02542
4500 Santiago St.
Oroville, CA 95966

4500 Santiago St.
Oroville, CA 95966

SD-5

FS-12

LF- 1

CS-10

6787 Worcester St.
Barnstable, MA 02541
8984 Newbury St.
Barnstable, MA 02541
4444 Hayway Rd
Falmouth, MA 02541
6775 Butte Wy.
Oroville, CA 95966

7456 Chico St.
Marysville, CA 95968

TCE 1,2 DCE

PCE EDB

TCE PCE

TCE EDB

VCL TCL

Figure 4.2.1a Non-relational Database model for Preliminary Assessment

In this example, the site name and location is followed by the name and location of a facility

located on the site and a list of hazardous wastes suspected to have been released in this facility.

The assumed relationships are that sites can contain different facilities, while facilities contain a

number of suspected hazardous wastes. The next section will explain why this is not an efficient

way to store the information about the preliminary assessment in this form, but this example

introduces a couple of basic concepts about storing information in a database. Figure 4.2.1 a is an

example of a "table" consisting of a set of columns and rows. A column represents a data

element present in the table, while a row represents an instance of a record, or entry, in a table.

Site Name, Site Address, and Facility Name can be thus be referred to as data elements or fields.

Each data field holds the same data type. Both Hazardous Waste elements, for example, may

only contain abbreviations for some kinds of hazardous waste. Even without employing a

relational database model, and without a clear understanding of good design principles, however,

this database is deficient in a number of ways.

The rest of this section presents the basic database design techniques to improve the

current database design. Figure 4.2.1 is an example of a very rigid database design, where data is

stored redundantly and data fields are more complex than they should be. When designing a

relational database, any redundant storage of data is to be avoided. By using multiple tables

connected by certain relationships, the database is allowed to maintain its flexibility. Flexibility

in queries is achieved by keeping the data fields simple. Lastly, certain techniques are used to

MMR

MMR

MMR

Oroville
Army
Airfield
Oroville
Army
Airfield
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ensure the "data integrity" of the database.

4.2.2 AVOIDING DATA REDUNDANCY

One of the goals of good database design is to minimize the of storage of redundant data.

There are two reasons why this is desirable. The overall size of the database increases as the

number of records in the database increases. This makes the management of information more

difficult. Thus, performing searches and retrieving specific pieces of information takes more time

and consumes greater computer memory and processing resources. Secondly, if data is stored in

more than one location, any modification of the data will be necessary for every instance of the

data. For this reason, it is highly desirable to store information only once.

In Figure 4.2. la, the name and address of the site is recorded in each row or record in the

table. Recording this information is not only inefficient in terms of trying to minimize the size of

the database, but if the site addresses had been entered incorrectly or if we wanted to refer to the

site names by an alternate name, every instance of the site name and address would have to be

changed. This could be quite an unwieldy task if there were many records stored in this database.

The solution to this problem is to break the table into two tables that are connected by a

key. Figure 4.2.2a shows the improved design which includes one more data field called SiteID.



Sitelnformation

St a eSiteA d

MMR 3450 Herbert Rd.
Bourne, MA 02542

Oroville 4500 Santiago St.
Army Airfield Oroville, CA 95966

Link Between tables

FacilityInformation

1

1

1

2

2

LF- 1

SD-5

FS-12

LF- 1

CS-10

6787 Worcester St.
Barnstable, MA 02541
8984 Newbury St.
Barnstable, MA 02541
4444 Hayway Rd
Falmouth, MA 02541
6775 Butte Wy.
Oroville, CA 95966
7456 Chico St.
Marysville, CA 95968

TCE

PCE

TCE

TCE

VCL

1,2 DCE

EDB

PCE

EDB

TCL

Figure 4.2.2a Avoiding Redundancy -Break Table into Two Separate Tables

It is through the SiteID that the information between the two tables is linked. Now when

changes need to be made to the information in the site table, they only need to be performed once

since the information resides in a single location. The concept of the key is central to relational

database design and provides the solution to the problem of redundancy. In the SiteInformation

table, the SiteID is called the primary key because its value uniquely identifies every record in

the SiteInformation table. That is, there is only one occurrence of each value of the SiteID. The

site address could also be used as a primary key. The choice of which data field is identified as

the primary key is largely arbitrary, but it is generally more convenient to use a simpler data

field. Links between tables are made between primary keys in one table and foreign keys in

another. In the above example, the SiteID in the FacilityInformation is the foreign key.

In the current design, the FacilityInformation does not contain a convenient primary key.

SiteID is not a primary key because there are multiple instances of the same value (e.g. there are

three l's and two 2's). Nor can the Facility Name be used as a primary key since there are two

instances of LF- 1. The address could be used as the primary key, but, as was mentioned earlier,

simple data fields are more convenient to provide links between tables. The combination of two

columns from the FacilityInformation table could uniquely determine its records, such as SiteID
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and Facility Name, but it would be simpler if one column could be identified as the primary key

so that other tables could be linked to the FacilityInformation table. One common way to

introduce a primary key into a table is to simply add another data field containing unique values.

The data field Fac/SiteID has been added to the FacilityInformation table in Figure 4.2.2b.

FacilityInformation

2

3

4

5

1

2

2

SD-5

FS-12

LF- 1

CS-10

Barnstable, MA 02541
8984 Newbury St.
Barnstable, MA 02541
4444 Hayway Rd
Falmouth, MA 02541
6775 Butte Wy.
Oroville, CA 95966
7456 Chico St.
Marysville, CA 95968

PCE

TCE

TCE

VCL

EDB

PCE

EDB

TCL

Figure 4.2.2b Introduction of Primary Key

The tradeoff, however, is that this requires more data storage at the expense of the ease of linking

tables.

4.2.3 ESTABLISHING TABLE RELATIONSHIPS

When multiple tables are used and linked through keys, it then becomes necessary to

establish the type of relationships between the tables. Figure 4.2.3a shows the relationship

between the Sitelnformation and FacilityInformation table.



Sitelnformation

1

Link Between tables

oo FacilityInformation

Figure 4.2.3a Many-to-One Relationship

The "one" and "infinity" markers indicate that for every site there can exist multiple facilities.

The other type of relationships that are possible are many-to-many and one-to-one. An example

of a one-to-one relationship will exist between the FacilityInformation table and the

GroundWater-Scoresheet table. Assuming that each facility only undergoes one preliminary

assessment, there will only be one table that holds the data related to completing the Ground

Water Scoresheet. Figure 4.2.3b shows the one-to-one relationship where each table contains the

same values for the Fac/SiteID.



FacilityInformation

6787 Worcester St.
Barnstable, MA 02541
8984 Newbury St.
Barnstable, MA 02541
4444 Hayway Rd
Falmouth, MA 02541
6775 Butte Wy.
Oroville, CA 95966
7456 Chico St.
Marysville, CA 95968

ICE 1 1,2 DCE

PCE

TCE

TCE

VCL

EDB

PCE

EDB

TCL

1 50 0 15 60
2 0 0 15 20
3 50 25 35 80
4 100 50 20 0

Figure 4.2.3b One-to-One Relationship

The one-to-one relationship between these tables means that they could actually be joined into

one larger table, but it is considered better design conceptually to keep related data items together

in separate tables.

4.2.4 MAINTAINING FLEXIBILITY

Using the updated tables shown in Figure 4.2.2a, the FacilityInformation table could be

improved even further. The FacilityInformation table currently contains two data fields for

recording the names of hazardous wastes suspected to have been released at the facility. How

would the data be stored if the facility contained only one hazardous waste, or more than two

hazardous wastes? In the first case, the second column could just be left blank resulting in wasted

space. In the case where there are more than two hazardous wastes, an additional record with the

same Fac/SiteID, Facility Name, Address would be entered. As discussed earlier, we want to

avoid storing redundant data wherever possible, so a better method should be devised to handle

1 GroundWater-Scoresheet

Fac/Site~~ll) Sitel) Faclity FcilityAddres Hazarous Haardou
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both of these situations.

The way to do this is to break the FacilityInformation table into two separate tables.

FacilityInformation

2

3

4

5

1

0(3

1 LF-1

1 SD-5

1 FS-12

2 LF-1

2 CS-10

6787 Worcester St.
Barnstable, MA 02541
8984 Newbury St.
Barnstable, MA 02541
4444 Hayway Rd
Falmouth, MA 02541
6775 Butte Wy.
Oroville, CA 95966
7456 Chico St.
Marysville, CA 95968

FacilityHazardous Waste

Em -
TCE

1 1.2 DCE
1 PCE
2 EDB
3 TCE
3 PCE
4 TCE
4 EDB
5 VCL
5 TCL

Figure 4.2.4a Making Tables More Flexible

Notice that in the FacilityHazardousWaste table that LF-1 now holds three hazardous

wastes, while SD-5 only has one recorded hazardous wastes. There are no blanks spaces and no

redundancy of data. Only by splitting the table was this flexibility allowed. Again, the tradeoff is

that the database now contains an extra table where the Fac/SiteID needs to be recorded for every

record.
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4.2.5 KEEPING THE DATA FIELDS SIMPLE

The facility address can be broken down into street address, city, state, and zip code. This

will prove to be useful when performing queries on the data. A complete description of queries is

discussed in the next section, but the definition of a query as simply retrieving the values of

specified fields satisfying specified conditions will be sufficient for now. If the user wanted to

review the list of facilities located in a particular city, a data field containing the city name would

need to exist. Figure 4.2.5a shows this breakdown of the FacilityInformation field Facility

Address.

FacilityInformation

FacSielD SielD Failiy tret ddrssCit Sate zi
1 1 LF-1
2 1 SD-5
3 1 FS-12
4 2 LF-1
5 2 CS-10

6787 Worcester St.
8984 Newbury St.
4444 Hayway Rd
6775 Butte Wy.
7456 Chico St.

Barnstable MA
Bamstable MA
Falmouth MA
Oroville CA
Marysville CA

Figure 4.2.5a Keeping Data Fields Simple

The principle of reducing data fields into their simplest elements should be applied to

data fields that contain the processing of any other fields as well. There is no need, for example,

to keep any kind of "total" data fields if the values are the result of performing some

mathematical operation on other data fields. When all data fields contain only one piece of data

the table is referred to as having achieved first normal form (Hawryszkiewycz, 1990).

4.2.6 OTHER RELATIONAL DATABASE DESIGN PRINCIPLES

There are two additional issues involved in designing a good relational database. Both

deal with relationships between tables. The enforcement of referential integrity refers to ensuring

that the value entered into the foreign key of one table actually exists as one of the values of the

primary key in another table. For example, the enforcement of referential integrity would not

allow the record with Fac/SiteID in Figure 4.2.6a to be entered into the FacilityInformation table

based on the records contained in the Site Information table.

02541
02541
02541102541

95966
95968

I .. .
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Sitelnformation

SitclD Site N me Sit Address
1 MMR 3450 Herbert Rd.

Bourne, MA 02542
2 Oroville 4500 Santiago St.

Army Airfield Oroville, CA 95966

1

2 1 SD-5 8984 Newbury St. Barnstable MA 02541
3 1 FS-12 4444 Hayway Rd Falmouth MA 02541
4 2 LF-1 6775 Butte Wy. Oroville CA 95966
5 2 CS-10 7456 Chico St. Marysville CA 95968
6 3 CS-4 6666 Invalid Wy. Mistake MA 02541

Figure 4.2.6a Enforcing Referential Integrity

Because there is no record in the SiteInformation table with a SiteID of 3, this is an invalid entry.

Enforcing referential integrity is a specific way to ensure the data integrity of the database.

The second relationship issue involves eliminating many-to-many relationships. When

many-to-many relationships exist between tables, it becomes impossible to avoid redundant

storage of data. This will become clearer after review of the structure of a set of tables where the

many-to-many relationships have been replaced by one-to-many relationships. Figure 4.2.6b

shows such an example.



FacilityInformation

Fac/iteD Stei Failiy Si-ce Adi-es Cty tat Zi
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00o FacilityHazardous
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Figure 4.2.6b Eliminating Many-to-many Relationships

In Figure 4.2.6b, the table FacilityHazardous has been created to record the hazardous wastes

contained at each facility. This table eliminates the many-to-many relationship that previously

existed betweeen the FacilityInformation table and the HazardousWastes table. To see why the

FacilityHazardous table was created, imagine, that the table HazardousWastes was directly

connected to the table FacilityInformation. Some data field must be created to act as the key that

would join the two tables. In the first solution, a HazardousID could be added to the

FacilityInformation table. The problem however is that this does not allow the recording of

multiple hazardous wastes contained on one facility without rerecording all of the same facility

information for each hazardous waste. The alternative would be to connect the two tables through

a Fac/SiteID field added to the Hazardous Wastes table. However, the same problem of storing

redundant data would occur whenever the same hazardous waste was stored at different sites. A

record would be needed for each facility even though the hazardous waste information (stored in

the data fields HazardousID, Hazardous Waste, and Abbreviation) would stay the same.

With an understanding of the principles of relational database design, the specific design

of the preliminary assessment scoresheet database can now be presented.



4.3 Database Design for Preliminary Assessment Scoresheets

The Preliminary Assessment Scoresheet is broken into seven sections, as seen in Figure

4.3a.

A. General Information

B. Source Evaluation

C. Ground Water Pathway

D. Surface Water Pathway

E. Soil Exposure Pathway

F. Air Pathway

G. Site Score Calculation

Figure 4.3a Sections of the Preliminary Assessment Scoresheet

The architecture presented here does not specifically include the last three sections, Soil

Exposure Pathway, Air Pathway, or Site Score Calculation. The Site Score Calculation includes

information that is entirely based on data recorded in other tables, so does not require the

inclusion of any tables devoted to Site Score Calculations. The Soil Exposure Pathway and Air

Pathway sections are very similar to the Ground Water Pathway and Surface Water Pathway

sections. Providing descriptions of all four tables would mean a great deal of redundancy in

anexplanation of the design. Therefore, only the Ground Water Pathway and Surface Water

Pathway are discussed in this report. The flexible nature of relational databases, however, easily

allows the addition of further tables.

This section discusses the design of the tables, data fields, and relationships between

tables for the preliminary assessment scoresheets. Refer to Appendix A to see the actual

Preliminary Assessment Scoresheets. Figure 4.3b shows the complete set of tables, data fields,

and relationships between tables. This section explains the rationale for the architecture

presented in Figure 4.3b.





The database consists of sets of general information tables, tables specific to the various

pathways, and supporting tables that restrict values to be entered in certain data fields. All of

these tables will be explained in the remainder of this section.

A number of links shown in Figure 4.3a go through other tables. These "links" are not

meant to infer any type of relationship between these tables. The links pass through other tables

simply because of space constraints in the figure.

4.3.1 GENERAL INFORMATION TABLES

The General Information section of the PA scoresheet is used to provide a site

description, operational history, and discuss probable waste substances of concern. Although the

PA Scoresheet contains a General Information section that is not particular to a "site" or

"facility", the database has been designed to accommodate the existence of sites that contain

numerous facilities. The Massachusetts Military Reservation contains the facilities, Ashumet

Valley, LF-1, and SD-5, for example. The one-to-many relationship that exists between the

GeneralSiteInformation and GeneralFacilityInformation tables is shown in Figure 4.2.b through

the common data field SiteID. Referential integrity should be enforced between these tables.

That is, no SiteID should be entered in the GeneralFacilityInformation table that does not

correspond to a site record in the GeneralSiteInformation table. The GeneralFacilityInformation

and GeneralSiteInformation tables do not contain exactly the same data fields since some data

fields are unique to each site, thus do not need to be stored along with each facility record.

The GeneralFacilityInformation table contains the field Fac/SiteID that is used to connect

almost every other table in the database to a particular site and facility. Because so many of the

other tables in the database contain a Fac/SiteID, the GeneralFacilityInformation table is a central

one in the database.

Type of Operations

Most of the names in these tables clearly define what information they hold, but a few

require further explanation. The OpCode data field in both tables is used to connect to another

table called TypeofFacility/Operations located just below the GeneralFacilityInformation table in

Figure 4.3b, whose records consist of an id (code and id are used interchangeably) and the type

of operation or activities that characterize the site or facility. Figure 4.3.1a shows a sample of



records that could be contained in the TypeofFacility/Operation table.

1 Aircraft operations
2 Aircraft maintenance
3 Aircraft support
4 Aircraft operations, maintenance, and support
5 Mechanized Army Training
6 Army Maneuvers
7 Mechanized Army Training, maneuvers, and support

Figure 4.3.1a Sample of TypeofFacility/Operation Table Records

Any descriptions for the type of operations could be added to this table. Referential integrity is

enforced between the "GeneralInformation" tables and the TypeofFacility/Operation table to

ensure that only valid types of operations are entered in the GeneralInformation tables. Because

any one description of a type of operation can apply to a variety of sites and facilities, a one-to-

many relationship exists between the TypeofFacility/Operations table to the GeneralInformation

tables.

Prior Spills Table

The General Information section of the PA scoresheets asks for the history of prior spills

at the site being investigated. A GenerallnformationPriorSpills table located in the lower left

hand corner of Figure 4.3b is created to hold this information. This table contains the data field

SpillID to act as a primary key, a SiteID to associate it with a particular site, a Source Type

whose description is contained in the SourceTypes table, and finally a Prior Spills data field

which is a verbal description of the details of the spill. The Source Type table contains the

primary key Spill ID, and a second field which is a text description of the type of the source.

Figure 4.3. lb shows the records that make up the Source Type table.
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Landfill
Surface Impoundment
Drums
Tanks and Non-Drum Containers
Contaminated Soil
Pile
Land Treatment
Other

Figure 4.3.1b All Records Contained in the Source Type Table

The definitions of these source types are explained in the PA scoresheets in Appendix A.

Investigation Tables

It is also necessary to record information about those responsible for performing the

preliminary assessment investigations. The InvestigatorInformation and Investigations tables

both located directly above the GeneralFacilityInformation table in Figure 4.3b are used for this

purpose. The InvestigatorInformation table keeps track of the Agency/Organization, Investigator

Address, etc. while the Investigations table keeps track of which agency was responsible for the

investigation, the name of the main investigator and the date of the investigation. In the

GeneralFacilityInformation table, an InvestigationlD is included to associate the site and facility

with a particular investigation.

Facility Hazardous Wastes

The last information that is recorded in the General Information section of the PA

scoresheet is a description of the hazardous wastes that may have been stored, handled, or

disposed of at the facility. The FacilityHazSub table (see top left hand comer of Figure 4.3b)

consists of a Facility Hazardous Waste ID used as a primary key, Fac/SiteID, HazardousID

which is a link to a list of Hazardous wastes listed in the records of the HazardousSubstances

table, and a StatelD. The StatelD refers to the HazardousWasteStates table listing the possible

combinations of storing, handling and disposing hazardous wastes. Similar to the

TypeofFacility/Operations and SourceType tables, the HazardousWasteStates tables simply

restricts the values that are entered in other tables to the set of records contained within these

tables. These tables are not actually required in the database, but it is one method in which to

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8



restrict entries in data fields to a particular set of values. For example, the HazardouseStatelD

field of in the FacilityHazSub table may only contain the values in the HazardousWasteState

table as in Figure 4.3.1c.

IS_ _ S t t
SStored I

Figure 4.3.1c Restricted Values for data field StatelD

4.3.2 SOURCE EVALUATION TABLES

The Source Evaluation section of the PA scoresheets is used to describe the various

sources of waste generation. This description includes the type of source, physical

characterization and relevant quantities. Because any facility may have multiple sources of

waste, there is a one-to-many relationship that exists between the GeneralFacilityInformation and

SourceEvaluation tables. The SourceEvaluation table consists of a SiteSourceID used as the

primary key, SourceNumber which starts at "1" for the first waste source being described for a

facility, Fac/SiteID, and other information that is required in the Source Evaluation section of the

PA scoresheet.

The SourcelD in the SourceEvaluation table is restricted to the values contained in the

SourceTypes table that contains the records shown in Figure 4.3. lb.

4.3.3 GROUND WATER PATHWAY TABLES

The Ground Water Pathway is used to record information about the possible threat to the

environment or human health by way of the ground water. In this section, information about

nearby ground water usage, stratigraphy, aquifers, rainfall, drinking water populations, etc. is
gathered.

The first table used to record information about the ground water pathway is the Ground-

2 Handled
3 Disposed
4 Stored and Handled
5 Stored and Disposed
6 Handled and Disposed
7 Stored, Handled, and Disposed

I



Water Generallnformation table. In this table, information about stratigraphy (data field,

Stratigraphy), aquifers(data field, Aquifers), and several other parameters relevant to questions

that are actually asked in the scoresheet section are stored. The data fields Depth to Aquifer,

Blended System?, Exposed Population, and Not Exposed Population are recorded in the

GroundWaterGenerallnformation table rather than the GroundWater-Scoresheet table so that

only numeric values are recorded in the GroundWater-Scoresheet table. This is done simply to

keep the contents of the "score" sheet table consistent with its name. The distribution of

municipal and private wells within a 4-mile radius is maintained by the GroundWater-Wells

table.

This first data field of this table is a DistancelD, which specifies a distance interval away

from the center of the facility where the well is located. Figure 4.3.3a shows the records in the

table 4DistanceIntervals that define the possible distance intervals.

________ 

Distance 
II 

-
0 -1 mile
1- 2 mile
2-3 mile
3-4 mile

Figure 4.3.3a Distance Intervals in 4Distancelntervals Table

The next data field in the table GroundWater-Wells is the Fac/SitelD which links the record to a

particular Facility and Site. This is followed by the data field Population, the population served

by the well within the specified distance, then the data field Flow(cfs), the amount of water

serving the population, and finally the data field WellType, which is restricted to take on either

the value "private" or "municipal".

The next two tables in the ground water section are the GroundWater-PrimaryTargets and

GroundWater-SuspectedRelease. Both of these tables are used to complete the Ground Water

Pathway Criteria List on the preliminary assessment scoresheet. This section is used as a guide in

developing hypotheses concerning the occurrence of a suspected release, and the exposure of,

specific targets to a hazardous substance. Each of these two tables simply contains data fields

that correspond to the questions requiring "yes", "no", or "unknown" answers. Each table also

includes a data field called SummarizeRationale where the investigator may record at length

-e
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his/her reasoning for suspecting a hazardous waste release in the GroundWater-SuspectedRelease

table together with the reasoning for specifying a certain well as a primary target of concern in

the GroundWater-PrimaryTarget table. These tables also include a Fac/SiteID.

Finally, the table GroundWaterScoresheet consists of data fields that are used to calculate

a final Ground Water Pathway Score. Referring to the Ground Water Pathway Scoresheet in the

Appendix A, the data fields in this table correspond directly to all of the subscores contained in

this section.

4.3.4 SURFACE WATER PATHWAY TABLES

The design of the tables for the Surface Water Pathway section of the PA scoresheets is

very similar to the Ground Water Pathway section. For this section there exist corresponding

tables for General Information, Primary Targets, and Suspected Releases. The main difference is

the break down of the Surface Water Scoresheet into two separate tables. One holds information

relating to the Human Food Chain Threat and Environmental Threat, while the other is the

Likelihood of Release (and Drinking Water Threat) table.

The design principle of storing only data values used to calculate a total surface water

score was used in this case so that the SurfaceWater-Generallnformation table contains data

fields that store answers to some of the questions in the Surface Water Pathway Scoresheet. In

addition, the SurfaceWater-GeneralInformation table contains a Surface Water Sketch, which is

an image showing the runoff route, intakes, fisheries, sensitive environments, etc.

The SurfaceWater-PrimaryTarget and SurfaceWater-SuspectedRelease tables consist of a

series of data fields to store the "yes", "no", and "unknown" values to the questions on the

Surface Water Pathway Criteria List. Similar to the Ground Water tables, these tables also

contain a Summarize Rationale data field for an explanation of suspecting a hazardous waste

release through the surface water and an explanation for specifying a certain location or

population as a primary target that may have been exposed to the hazardous waste.

The table SurfaceWater-LikelihoodofReleaseSS consists of five data fields corresponding

exactly to the five scores recorded on this section of the scoresheet. These data fields are called

Likelihood, Primary Target, Secondary Target, Nearest Intake, Resources, and Total. The table

SW-Waterbodies-DrinkingWaterThreat is used to hold information about the drinking water



intakes which is a part of this section of the scoresheet. This table consists of the data fields

Intake Name, WaterBodyID, Flow(cfs), People Served, and Primary, which takes on the values

of either "yes" or "no" indicating whether or not the intake is a primary target. The WaterBodylD

is a link to the table WaterbodyTypes, which contains the records shown in Figure 4.3.4a

KIver
2 Estuary
3 Lake
4 Stream
5 Canal
6 Pond
7 Bay

Figure 4.3.4a WaterBodyType Table Records

The tables SurfaceWater-HumanFoodChainSS and SurfaceWater-EnvironmentThreatSS

are very similar to the SurfaceWater-LikelihoodofReleaseSS that was just described. They

contain data fields matching exactly with the scores required in these sections of the scoresheet.

While the "Drinking Water Threat" section includes a list of Water Intakes that was recorded in

the SW-Waterbodies-DrinkingWaterThreat, both the Human Food Chain Threat and

Environment Threat scoresheets have subsections listing information about fisheries and

sensitive environments, including their names, the amount of flow, and the water body type. All

of this information is stored in the table SW-WaterBodies-HumanFd/EnvThreat that includes a

data field called Type to specify whether it is referring to a "fishery" or "sensitive environment",

which are the only allowed values for data field called Type.

4.4 An Introduction to the Structured Query Language

Once the data fields, tables, and relationships between tables have been created, it is then

possible to perform certain operations or queries on the database. For example, facilities that

contain a particular hazardous waste may be of particular interest. How does one retrieve just the

desired information from all of the data stored in the database tables? The structured query

language (SQL) is used to accomplish such a task. SQL is based on the relational model of

database management proposed in 1970 by Dr. E.F. Codd (Patel and Moss, 1996). Although

I



SQL involves the creation and modification of tables, this section will outline the basics of

performing queries in SQL. The specific SQL statements that are a part of the preliminary

assessment database will be presented in the next section.

Figure 4.4a, which is simply a copy of Figure 4.2.5a, is shown again here to be used as an

example for making some sample SQL statements.

.... ..emDSiteD Failit SeA s Cyt Z
I LF-1 I 6787 Worcester St. I Barnstable MA 02541

2 1 SD-5 8984 Newbury St. Barnstable MA 02541
3 1 FS-12 4444 Hayway Rd Falmouth MA 02541
4 2 LF-1 6775 Butte Wy. Oroville CA 95966
5 2 CS-10 7456 Chico St. Marysville CA 95968
6 3 CS-4 6666 Invalid Wy. Mistake MA 02541

Figure 4.4a Table Used for Illustration of SQL

4.4.1 SINGLE TABLE QUERY

Suppose one wishes to see a list of facilities located in the state of Massachusetts.

To do this we would make use of SQL's primary command SELECT. To illustrate the use of the

SELECT statement, consider the following syntax of the SELECT statement:

SELECT column names
FROM table names
WHERE predicates

The result of the following SQL statement:

SELECT Facility Name
FROM FacilityInformation
WHERE State = "MA"

would return the following result:

I I



LF -1
SD-5
FS-12
CS-4

Figure 4.4.1a Simple SQL Result

Suppose we wanted to see the list of facilities in alphabetical order. The ORDER BY directive is

used to accomplish this. The new SQL statement becomes:

SELECT Facility Name
FROM FacilityInformation
WHERE State = "MA"
ORDER BY Facility Name

As expected, the result of this statement is:

CS-4
FS-12
LF-1
SD-5

Figure 4.4.1b Sorting in SQL

The default sorting order is ascending. To sort the records in descending order append the

keyword DESC at the end of the ORDER BY statement.

To return all data fields within in a table, simply use a "*" as in:

SELECT *
FROM FacilityInformation
WHERE State = "MA"

The result of this statement would be:

I

I Facility Name



LF-1 6787 Worcester St. Bamstable MA 02541
SD-5 8984 Newbury St. Barnstable MA 02541
FS-12 4444 Hayway Rd Falmouth MA 02541

I CS-4 1 6666 Invalid Wy. I Mistake

Figure 4.4.1c Selecting All Data Fields

It is also possible to select multiple data fields separated by commas in the SELECT statement:

SELECT Facility Name, City
FROM FacilityInformation
WHERE State = "MA"

returning the following result:

Figure 4.4.1d Selecting Multiple Data Fields

4.4.2 MULTIPLE TABLE QUERY

A slightly more complicated query, which would involve two related tables would be to

list the names of facilities belonging to the site MMR. To construct this query it is necessary to

know how the tables are linked. Figure 4.4.2a shows the two tables that contain the necessary

information to perform the query.

Fac/SielD Stelt) Faciliy Stret Adress Cty Stte Zi
I • I 1 m .

I MA 14520

I Facility Name City

i



Sitelnformation

Stl StNm StAde
1 MMR 3450 Herbert Rd.

Bourne, MA 02542
2 Oroville 4500 Santiago St.

Army Airfield Oroville, CA 95966

FacilitvInformation

2 1 SD-5 8984 Newbury St. Barnstable MA 02541
3 1 FS-12 4444 Hayway Rd Falmouth MA 02541
4 2 LF-1 6775 Butte Wy. Oroville CA 95966
5 2 CS-10 7456 Chico St. Marysville CA 95968
6 3 CS-4 6666 Invalid Wy. Mistake MA 02541

Figure 4.4.2a Tables for Multiple Table SQL Illustration

Data fields from two different tables are required to perform the query. Dot notation is

used to reference a data field within a table as in:

"table name"."data field name"

The connection between the two tables is accomplished by using the directives INNER JOIN and

ON. The following SQL statement would return the desired result:

SELECT FacilityInformation.[Facility Name]
FROM SiteInformation INNER JOIN FacilityInformation ON

Sitelnformation.SiteID = FacilityInformation.SiteID
WHERE SiteInformation. [Site Name] = "MMR"

As can be inferred from the example, INNER JOIN is used after the FROM keyword and uses

the following syntax:

FROM tablel_name INNER JOIN table2_name ON tablel_name. datafieldl

= table2_name. datafield2



In order for this to be a valid SQL statement, datafieldl and datafield2 do not have to have

exactly the same name (i.e. SiteID), but they do have hold values of the same data type. Common

examples of data types are numbers, dates, or text. The SQL statement above would return the

result:

LF -1
SD-5
FS-12

Figure 4.4.2b Multiple Table SQL Result

4.4.3 VARIABLES, NEW TABLES, AND AGGREGATE FUNCTIONS

It is often very useful to perform basic mathematical operations on different data fields or

columns. These operations are possible in SQL. The result of these operations may be stored in

variables using the keyword AS. Figure 4.4.3a will be used as an example to show some basic

calculations.

Ground Water-Scoresheet

I Fac/s.telD Liklih oen Pr I
300 250 500 60
500 250 400 150

-4-
500 250 600 200
400 250 200 150

Figure 4.4.3a GroundWater-Scoresheet Sample Records

The SQL statement:

SELECT Fac/SitelD, (LikelihoodScore + PrimaryScore + SecondaryScore +
Tscore) AS Total Score
FROM GroundWaterScoresheet

returns the result:

-~-----



TotalTable

I ITlor

Figure 4.4.3b Result of Basic Mathematical Operations

The use of the keyword INTO allows the saving of the query into a new table. If the statement,

INTO TotalTable, were added after the SELECT statement, the query result would then get

saved into a new table called TotalTable.

In addition to being able to perform operations on data fields in one record, it is also

possible to perform "aggregate functions" on the same data field in all records. They are called

aggregate functions because they summarize the results of a query, rather than listing all of the

rows. These operations include AVG, MAX, MIN, SUM, and COUNT. Suppose the previous

query had in fact been saved INTO the table TotalTable. The SQL statement:

SELECT AVG(TotalScore) AS AverageScore, MAX(TotalScore) AS
MaximumScore, SUM(TotalScore) AS SumOfScores,
COUNT(TotalScore) AS NumberOfRecords

FROM TotalTable

would return the following:

AvraIa or Maximmgcor SumSfcore Numbers. 6 ''

1225 1550 4900 4 1

Figure 4.4.3a Result of Aggregate Functions

4.4.4 THE TOP KEYWORD

Say that next we wanted to list the facilities with the top 2 TScores from the

GroundWater-Scoresheet table listed here:

I



GroundWater-Scoresheet

250 JVV

2 500 250 400 140
3 500 250 600 200
4 400 250 200 150

Figure 4.4.4a GroundWater-Scoresheet Sample Records

The use of the keyword TOP x placed directly after the keyword SELECT returns the first two

records of a query result. The following SQL statement would return the highest two TScores

from the GroundWater-Scoresheet table as seen in Figure 4.4.4b:

SELECT TOP 2 Fac/SitelD, TScore
FROM GroundWater-Scoresheet
ORDER BY Tscore DESC

Notice that the ORDER BY line is included to first sort the records from highest to lowest values

of TScore.

3 200
4 150

Figure 4.4.4b Use of TOP Keyword

4.4.5 THE KEYWORDS DISTINCT AND DISTINCTROW

The keywords DISTINCT and DISTINCTROW are used to avoid returning records that

contain duplicate data fields or rows. For example, suppose we are interested in sites that contain

a facility with a TScore greater than 100. First notice in Figure 4.4.5a that the facilities with

Fac/SiteID's of 2, 3, 4 all have TScores above 100.

I I I ·



SiteInformation

3450 Herbert Rd.
Bourne, MA 02542
4500 Santiago St.

irfield Oroville, CA 95966

Facilitvlnformation

1

2

2

3

SD-5

FS-12

LF- 1

CS-10o

CS-4

8984 Newbury St.

4444 Hayway Rd

6775 Butte Wy.

7456 Chico St.

6666 Invalid Wy.

/IYI·~· I~~IICL .*1·Y· LI~

Barnstable

Falmouth

Oroville

Marysville

Mistake

MA

MA

CA

CA

MA

02541

02541

95966

95968

02541

7-I- U-dIU I f i) 1 3 fL~

7 / iti L k ih ooI crIIIISImIruIJ ii S e o n aric r T4 .i 1 lJ co reMJ [IH ~ 1 8

Figure 4.4.5a Tables Used for DISTINCT Illustration

Two of these facilities belong to the site MMR. Since we are only interested in seeing which

sites contain facilities with TScores above 100, we do not need to list the MMR twice. What we

need to do is explicitly ask for records where the site is not duplicated. The following SQL

statement will achieve the desired result:

2

3

4

5

6

Iiite Iaine Site Addre
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SELECT DISTINCT Sitelnformaiton.[Site Name]
FROM (SiteInformation INNER JOIN FacilityInformation ON

Sitelnformation.SiteID = FacilityInformation.SiteID) INNER JOIN
[GroundWater-Scoresheet] ON FacilityInformation.[Fac/SiteID] =
[GroundWater-Scoresheet].[Fac/SiteID]

WHERE GroundWater-Scoresheet.TScore > 100

The query result is:

MMR

Oroville Army Airfield

Figure 4.4.5b Using DISTINCT in SQL

The keyword DISTINCTROW is used when all data fields in a record are required to be

unique.

Finally, look at the use of two consecutive INNER JOINS in the SQL statement just

described. The first inner join essentially creates a temporary table that combines the tables

SiteInformation and FacilityInformation through the common data field SiteID. This temporary

table is then combined to the GroundWater-Scoresheet table through the common field

Fac/SiteID.

With an understanding of the basic syntax for making queries using SQL, the specific

SQL statements of the preliminary assessment scoresheet database can now be presented.

4.5 Performing Queries in the PA Database
The ultimate goal of the preliminary assessment database is to be able to use existing

scoresheets stored in the database to aid in the completion of new studies. Answers to specific

questions, scores, and explanations of these responses on completed scoresheets may provide

useful information and checks for reliability when answering questions related to the current

facility under review. Under the architecture presented here, there are six criteria that will be

used as basis for comparison between studies. Figure 4.5a shows the six comparison factors that

the investigator should be able to use to compare facilities:



Comparison Criteria

Geographic Location
Type of Facility

Hazardous Wastes
Waste Source Types
Multiple Parameters

By Pathway

Figure 4.5a Comparison Criteria

When performing these comparisons, the user selects the values that will be used for

comparisons or uses the values from a selected facility. The result of the query is a ranked listing

of facilities by similarity to the values chosen for comparison. The user would then select the

facility in which he or she wishes to review a certain section of the completed scoresheet.

An understanding of relational database design and the use of SQL now makes it possible

to explain the SQL statements that will allow these comparisons. The SQL statements described

in this section will contain certain labels of the form, Forms![Form Name]![Control]. The exact

meaning of this syntax will be explained in the next section, but for now, these labels will just

indicate variables that need to be replaced by numeric or textual values in order for the SQL

statements to be valid. For example, in the generic SQL statement:

SELECT table.[data field]
FROM [table]
WHERE table. [data field] = Forms![SampleForm]![SampleControl]

the label Forms![Form Name]![Control] would have to be replaced by an appropriate numeric

or textual value before the SQL statement would actually return valid results.

4.5.1 LOCATION COMPARISON SQL

The "Location Comparison" query shown in Figure 4.5.1 a returns the top five facilities

closest to the coordinates specified by the variables [Forms]![Location]![Input Longitude] and

[Forms]![Location]![Input Latitude]. The data fields Fac/SiteID, Facility Name, Longitude, and

Latitude are selected from the table GeneralFacilityInformation. The data field Site Name is

taken from the GeneralSitelnformation table.

The bulk of the query is devoted to converting the geographical coordinates from degrees,
minutes, and seconds into just degrees. The coordinates are expressed in the form DDMMSS.S

^



where DD equals degrees, MM is minutes, and SS.S is seconds to the tenth of a second. The

coordinates are converted to degrees to perform the comparisons. Most of the intermediate

variables used in this query are used to determine the degree equivalence of the coordinates input

by the user and contained within the facility records. The distance between the coordinates in

[Forms]![Location]![Input Longitude] and [Forms]![Location]![Input Latitude] where the

latitude and longitude coordinates of each facility is approximated by using the Pythagorean

Theorem. Figure 4.5.lb summarizes the "Location Comparison" query including a short

description of what the query does, the tables and data tables, the data fields linking the tables,

variable naming conventions, and explanation of the mathematical functions used in the query.

SELECT DISTINCTROW TOP 5 GeneralFacilitylnformation.[Fac/SitelD], GeneralFacilityInformation.[Facility
Name], GeneralSitelnformation.[Site Name], GeneralFacilitylnformation.Longitude,
GeneralFacilityInformation.Latitude,

Int([GeneralFacilitylnformation].[Longitude]/100000)
[GeneralFacilityInformation].[Longitude]- [DegreesLong]* 100000
Int([IntermediateLong]/ 1000)
([IntermediateLong]-[MinutesLong]* 1000)
[DegreesLong]+[MinutesLong]/60+[SecondsLong]/3600
Int([Forms]! [Location]! [Input Longitude]/100000)
[Forms]! [Location]![Input Longitude]-[DegreesLongInput]* 100000
Int([IntermediateLonglnput]/1000)
([Interm ediateLongInput]- [MinutesLongInput] * 1000)
[DegreesLongInput]+[MinutesLonglnput]/60+[SecondsLonglnput]/3600
Int([GeneralFacilitylnformation]. [Latitude]/100000)
[GeneralFacilityInformation].[Latitude]- [DegreesLat]* 100000
Int([IntermediateLat]/1000)
([IntermediateLat]-[MinutesLat]* 1000)

[DegreesLat]+[MinutesLat]/60+[SecondsLat]/3600
Int([Forms]! [Location]! [Input Latitude]/100000)
[Forms]! [Location]! [Input Latitude]- [DegreesLat]* 100000
Int([IntermediateLatInput]/1000)
([IntermediateLatInput]-[MinutesLatInput]* 1000)
[DegreesLatInput]+[MinutesLatlnput]/60+[SecondsLatlnput]/3600
[LongitudeDecimallnput]-[LongitudeDecimal]
[LatitudeDecimallnput]-[LatitudeDecimal]
Sqr([DeltaLong]* [DeltaLong]+[DeltaLat]* [DeltaLat])

AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS

FROM GeneralSitelnformation INNER JOIN GeneralFacilityInformation ON
GeneralFacilityInformation.SitelD
ORDER BY Miles;

DegreesLong,
IntermediateLong,
MinutesLong,
SecondsLong,
LongitudeDecimal,
DegreesLonglnput,
IntermediateLonglnput,
MinutesLonglnput,
SecondsLongInput,
LongitudeDecimallnput,
DegreesLat,
IntermediateLat,
MinutesLat,
SecondsLat,
LatitudeDecimal,
DegreesLatInput,
IntermediateLatlnput,
MinutesLatInput,

SecondsLatInput,
LatitudeDecimallnput,
DeltaLong,
DeltaLat,
Miles

GeneralSitelnformation.SitelD =

Figure 4.5.1a "Location Comparison" SQL Statement



Figure 4.5.1b "Location Comparison" Query Summary

4.5.2 TYPE OF FACILITY COMPARISON SQL

The "Location Query" comparison is relatively more complex than the rest of the

comparisons. The Type of Facility query simply lists all those facilities that have been classified

as performing the type of operation specified by the variable [Forms]![Type of

Facility]![Operation Choice] in the SQL statement. Suppose the facility under current

investigation has been classified as an "Aircraft maintenance" facility. The "Type Query" will

return a list of all those facilities whose operations have been given the same description. The list

of valid types of operations is contained in the table TypeofFacility/Operations as shown in

Figure 4.5.2a

Brief Description: "Location Comparison" returns the top five facilities closest to
coordinates entered by user.

Tables: GeneralFacilityInformation, GeneralSitelnformation
Data Fields Selected: Fac/SiteID, Facility Name, Longitude, Latitude, SiteName
Link Between Tables: SiteID
User Specified Variables: [Forms]! [Location]! [Input Longitude],

[Forms]! [Location]! [Input Longitude]

Variable Naming Conventions:
1) The root "Long" refers to longitude, while the suffix "Lat" refers to latitude
2) The suffix "_Input" refers to the coordinates by the user used for comparison
3) The root "Degrees" refers to only the degrees portion of the coordinate, "Minutes"

refers only to the minutes portion of the coordinate, and "Seconds" refers t only to the
seconds portion of the coordinate

4) The prefix "Delta_" refers to the difference of whatever is contained in the suffix.
5) The variable "Delta" is the final difference between the input coordinates and the

coordinates of a facility.
6) The variables [Forms]! [Location]! [Input Longitude] and [Forms]! [Location]! [Input

Latitude] refers to the coordinates input from the form "Location", but more generally
refers to coordinates specified by the user to be used for the comparisons.

Function Definitions:

1) The function "Int(argument)" returns only the integer portion of the argument.



I Aircraft operations I

Figure 4.5.2a. Sample of TypeofFacility/Operation Table Records

Figure 4.5.2b show the summary description of the "Type Query" and the "Type Query"

SQL statement.

SELECT DISTINCTROW GeneralFacilityInformation.[Fac/SiteID], GeneralFacilitylnformation.[F•
Name], GeneralSitelnformation.[Site Name], GeneralFacilityInformation.OpCode

FROM GeneralSiteInformation INNER JOIN GeneralFacilityInformation ON
GeneralSitelnformation.SitelD = GeneralFacilityInformation.SiteID
WHERE GeneralFacilityInformation.OpCode=[Forms]! [Type of Facility]! [Operation Choice];

Brief Description: "Type Query" returns a list of all facilities containing the specif
type of facility. The list of possible types of facilities is contained in the tabl
TypeofFacility/Operations.

Tables: GeneralFacilityInformation, GeneralSitelnformation
Data Fields Selected: Fac/SiteID, Facility Name, SiteName,

GeneralFacilityInformation.OpCode
Link Between Tables: SiteID
User Specified Variables: [Forms]! [Type of Facility]! [Operation Choice]

Icility

ied
e

Figure 4.5.2b "Type Query" SQL Statement:

4.5.3 HAZARDOUS WASTE COMPARISON SQL

The Hazardous Waste query lists all those facilities containing the hazardous waste

specified by the variable [Forms]![Type ofFacility]![Hazardous Choice]. The list of valid

hazardous substances is contained in the table HazardousSubstances. Figure 4.5.3a shows a

sample of the hazardous wastes in the table HazardousSubstances.

2 Aircraft maintenance
3 Aircraft support
4 Aircraft operations, maintenance, and support
5 Mechanized Army Training
6 Army Maneuvers
7 Mechanized Army Training, maneuvers, and support

I
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1 Trichloroethylene
2 Tetrachloroethylene
3 1,2 dicholorethylene

4 Vinyl Chloride
5 Carbon Tetrachloride

6 Benzene

7 Ethylene Dibromide
8 Toluene

9 Ethylbenzene

10 Xylene
11 Other

Figure 4.5.3a Sample of HazardousSubstances Table Records

This list of hazardous substances was taken directly from the 1992 Priority List of Hazardous

Substances (http://www.medaccess.com/chemicals/92list.htm, Agency for Toxic Substance and

Disease Control) The table GeneralSitelnfoFacilityHazSub lists the hazardous wastes contained

in each facility.

Figure 4.5.3b shows the summary description of the "Hazardous Ranking Query" and the

"Hazardous Ranking Query" SQL statement.



SELECT DISTINCTROW GeneralFacilitylnformation.[Fac/SiteID], GeneralFacilitylnformation.[Facility
Name], GeneralSitelnformation.[Site Name], HazardousSubstances.HazardouslD,
HazardousSubstances.Name
FROM HazardousSubstances INNER JOIN (GeneralSitelnformation INNER JOIN
(GeneralFacilitylnformation INNER JOIN GeneralSitelnfoFacilityHazSub ON
GeneralFacilitylnformation.[Fac/SiteID] = GeneralSitelnfoFacilityHazSub.[Fac/SiteID]) ON
GeneralSitelnformation.SiteID = GeneralFacilitylnformation.SiteID) ON
HazardousSubstances.HazardouslD = GeneralSitelnfoFacilityHazSub.HazardouslD
WHERE HazardousSubstances.HazardouslD=[Forms]! [Hazardous Wastes]! [Hazardous Choice];

Brief Description: "Hazardous Query" returns a list of all facilities containing the
specified hazardous substance. The list of possible hazardous substances is
contained in the table HazardousSubstances. The list of hazardous wastes
contained at each site is listed in the table GeneralSitelnfoFacilityHazSub.

Tables: GeneralFacilitylnformation, GeneralSitelnformation,
GeneralSitelnfoFacilityHazSub, HazardousSubstances

Data Fields Selected: Fac/SitelD, Facility Name, SiteName, HazardouslD,
HazardousSubstances.Name

Link Between Tables: SitelD (between GeneralSitelnformation and
GeneralFacilitylnformation), Fac/SitelD (between GeneralSitelnfoFacilityHazSub
and GeneralFacilitylnformation), HazardouslD (between
GeneralSitelnfoFacilityHazSub and HazardousSubstances)

User Specified Variables: [Forms]! [Hazardous Wastes]! [Hazardous Choice]

Figure 4.5.3b "Hazardous Ranking Query" SQL Statement

4.5.4 WASTE SOURCE TYPE COMPARISON SQL

The Waste Source Type query lists all those facilities containing the type of waste source

specified by the [Forms]![Waste Source]![Source Choice] variable. The list of valid hazardous

substances sources is contained in the table SourceTypes (see Figure 4.5.4a).



ISourc ID Source Type

I Landfill
2 Surface Impoundment
3 Drums
4 Tanks and Non-Drum Containers
5 Contaminated Soil
6 Pile
7 Land Treatment
8 Other

Figure 4.5.4a All Records Contained in the SourceTypes Table

Figures 4.5.4b and 4.5.4c show the summary description of the "Waste Source

Comparison" query and the "Waste Source Comparison " SQL statement.

Figure 4.5.4b "Waste Source Comparison" Query Summary

SELECT DISTINCTROW GeneralFacilitylnformation.[Fac/SitelD], GeneralFacilityInformation.[Facility
Name], GeneralSitelnformation.[Site Name], SourceTypes.[Source Type], SourceTypes.[Source ID]
FROM SourceTypes INNER JOIN (GeneralSitelnformation INNER JOIN (GeneralFacilitylnformation
INNER JOIN SourceEvaluation ON GeneralFacilitylnformation.[Fac/SiteID] =
SourceEvaluation.[Fac/SiteID]) ON GeneralSitelnformation.SitelD = GeneralFacilitylnformation.SiteID)
ON SourceTypes.[Source ID] = SourceEvaluation.SourcelD
WHERE SourceTypes.[Source ID]=[Forms]![Waste Source]! [Source Choice];

Brief Description: "Waste Source Comparison" returns a list of all facilities containing
the specified source of hazardous waste. The list of possible hazardous substances
is contained in the table SourceTypes. The list of hazardous waste sources at each
facility is contained in the table SourceEvaluation.

Tables: GeneralFacilitylnformation, GeneralSitelnformation, SourceEvaluation,
SourceTypes

Data Fields Selected: Fac/SitelD, Facility Name, SiteName, SourceTypes. [Source
Type], SourceTypes.[Source ID]

Link Between Tables: SitelD (between GeneralSitelnformation and
GeneralFacilitylnformation), Fac/SitelD (between SourceEvaluation and
GeneralFacilitylnformation), SourcelD (between Source Evaluation and Source
Types)

User Specified Variables: [Forms]! [Waste Source]! [Source Choice]

Ladfl



4.5.5 METHODOLOGY FOR MULTIPLE PARAMETER COMPARISONS

It would also be useful to be able to compare facilities by choosing multiple parameters.

Although the SQL statement for this type of comparison has not been developed here, it would

be a rather simple extension of the first four queries. When more than one criterion is used to

perform a comparison, the appropriate tables and data fields would be included in the SELECT

statement, and the WHERE clause would be extended to only return records containing the

desired values. In the case where a location comparison is performed, the result could be ranked

by proximity to the input coordinates only for those sites that also match the other criteria.

4.5.6 METHODOLOGY FOR PATHWAY COMPARISONS

The criteria list sections of the PA scoresheet consist of a set of questions that require

"yes", "no", and "unknown" responses. These responses could be compared to find similarities

between facility ground water, surface water, soil exposure, or air characteristics. To implement

the pathway comparison, the user would first select a facility and pathway type. The query would

tally up the number of similar responses to the questions in the criteria list section of the

appropriate pathway. The result would be a ranked list of facilities by the number of questions

answered as the same. The user would then have the option to select any facility on this list for

further review.



5.0 Implementation of the Preliminary Assessment Scoresheet
Database for Cross-Site Comparisons

Now that the framework has been laid for developing the preliminary assessment

database, it will be worthwhile to look at an example of how this database is used in a commonly

available relational database. Microsoft Access has been selected to show how the preliminary

assessment architecture may be implemented, because of its relative ease of utilizing graphical

user interfaces or GUI's. Section 5.1 explains what features are involved in developing graphical

user interfaces in Microsoft Access, while section 5.2 describes how these features were utilized

to complete the final functional database.

5.1 Using Microsoft Access 95

5.1.1 GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE AND FORMS

A graphical user interface or GUI is a set of screen displays through which the user

makes use of a computer system. It consists of menus, buttons, selection boxes, text entry input

fields, pictures, decorative lines and boxes, and other items. The GUI allows the entering and

viewing of data as well as the execution of SQL statements and other high level database

operations. The advantage of graphical user interface is that the details of the database structure

and the execution of database operations are transparent to the user. Thus, he or she only needs

to understand a relatively small set of actions and commands to navigate through the GUI.

In Microsoft Access, the graphical user interface consists of a set offorms

which may or may not be bound to tables and queries. When a form is "bound", it shows the

records, usually one at a time, of the table or query on which it is based. These records may be

opened just for viewing or they may be edited depending on the properties of the form. Forms

that are not bound to any tables or queries may just be used as switchboards which allow access

to or categorize other forms.



5.1.2 CONTROLS

Forms consist of controls which are text labels, text boxes, list boxes, combo boxes,

buttons, and pictures. Figure 5.1.2a shows a screen shot of a sample form in Microsoft Access.

Figure 5.1.2a Controls in a Sample Form

Each control has certain properties that can be adjusted by the GUI developer. A control can be

bound to a particular data field of a table or aquery. For example, if a form is bound to a table

consisting of data fields Fac/SitelD, and Facility Name, and a text box control is bound to either

one of these data fields, then that text box will display the contents of the data field for the

current record on display. A text box control that is not bound to a data field may also be bound

to a calculation. It may show the result of performing some mathematical operation on some

other data fields. Finally, a control text box may not be bound to anything at all. It may just exist

for text to be typed in by the user. List box and combo box controls contain lists that are derived

from a query or table or have been entered in by the GUI developer. There are other properties

associated with controls that affect their appearance such as text size, background color, and



visibility. Lastly, actions may be triggered when events occur in relation to individual controls or
the form itself.

5.1.3 MACROS AND EVENTS

An event can range from a mouse click, to pressing a key on the keyboard, to moving the
mouse over a control. The result of these events can be tied into thexecution of a macro. A macro
is a sequence of high-level database operations. Macros can do things like open or close a form,
find a record which satisfies some criteria, move or resize a window, or synchronize data
between two open forms. Each macro is a set of sequential actions with a set of parameters. For
example the action statement OpenForm requires specification of the name of the Form in order
to be executed. The action statement SetValue requires a name of a control text box and a value
to be displayed by the control. Figure 5.1.3a shows an example of a macro.

Figure 5.1.3a A Sample Macro

The first two columns in Figure 5.1.3a show a Macro Name column and Condition column. In
this case, the macros Example and Message belong to the macro group MacroExampleX which



is identified directly after the name "Microsoft Access" on the top of the screen. Microsoft access

allows the grouping of related macros into a single macro group. When an event in a form

triggers the execution of a macro, the specific macro to be executed is specified by using the dot

notation. For example, the Example macro would be referenced as MacroExampleX.Example.

The condition column can be used to execute actions only when certain criteria are met.

In Figure 5.1.3a, the Condition of the Close action is IsLoaded("Main Form ") This condition

tests to see if the form "Main Form" is open. If it is, then the form is subsequently closed.

The Action column shows a sample of valid macro actions. The "Close" action closes a

form while the "OpenForm" action opens a form. "RunMacro" executes a separate macro and the

"MsgBox" action displays a message box on the screen.

A Comments column is used to provide further details in the execution of the action. All

of these actions require the specification of some parameters, which will appear in the lower left

hand comer of the screen in Figure 5.1.3a.

The Event's property of a control is set to associate a macro with an event. A common

operation associated with clicking on a button is to set the OnClick event to execute a macro

which opens up some form. Figure 5.1.3b shows a screenshot of setting a button's OnClick

property to execute a specified macro.



Figure 5.1.3b Linking an Event with a Macro

The gray squares surrounding the Open the Ground Water Scoresheet Button indicate that

the Properties Dialog Box refers to this control. The Event Property Tab is selected and the

macro that was used in the previous example is selected from the combo box. These are the few

simple steps that are necessary to associate an event with a macro.

5.1.4 SUBFORMS

One of the controls that can be included in a form is a subform. The term subform just

refers to a regular form that is part of another form. Forms and subforms are often used to show

one-to-many relationships. For example, a facility contains a number of hazardous wastes. A

form that is bound to the GeneralFacilityInformation table may contain a subform that is bound

to the table GeneralSitelnfoFacilityHazSub that contains the hazardous wastes contained by the

facilities. Figure 5.1.4a shows an example of the Hazardous Substance subform contained within

the GeneralFacilityInformation form



Figure 5.1.4a Example of Subform

The subform is commonly displayed in datasheet view where multiple records are displayed all

at once rather than only one record at a time. The choice to display the records, either one at a

time or in datasheet view, depends on the properties of the form.

These basic features of using forms, events, controls, and macros in Microsoft Access

make it possible to develop a graphical user interface for the interactive database of the

preliminary assessment scoresheets database.

5.2 Implementing the Interactive PA Scoresheet Database

In addition to creating a graphical user interface through forms, Microsoft Access 95

contains modules for developing the underlying database structure and the SQL statements. This

section only describes the graphical user interface used to review and edit the PA scoresheet and



perform site comparisons. The user interface may also be used for entering data, although the

primary purpose of it is to perform the site comparisons. The interface that is described in this

section will make use of the tables and SQL statements that have already been input into the

Microsoft Access database

5.2.1 SWITCHBOARDS

A switchboard refers to a form whose main purpose is to provide links to other forms by

clicking on buttons. Figure 5.2.1a shows the Main Switchboard that is opened when the

Microsoft Access PA database file called EIDSS.mdb is opened. It's On Open event is triggered

to activate the Maximize macro. This macro simply maximizes the currently active form. The

caption property of this form has been set to "Main Menu", so this is what appears on the top of

the screen after the Microsoft Access title. Each of the button's On Click event properties has

been set up to trigger a macro which opens the appropriate form.



Form Name: Main Switchboard

Description: This is the main menu of the PA database

Subforms: none

Form Data: none

Events and Macros: The form's On Open event triggers executing of the "Maximize" macro. The "Existing PA's"
button's On Click event triggers the OpeningForms.PAReview macro. The "General Site Information" button's On
Click event triggers the OpeningForms.Sitelnformation macro. Lastly, the "Perform Site Comparisons" button's On
Click event triggers the OpeningForms.Criteria macro.

Opened From: Automatically opened when the database file is opened.

Figure 5.2.1a Main Menu of the PA Database

When the user clicks on the Existing PA's button, the Review PA Sections form is

opened. This form is bound to the GeneralFacilityInformation table, although the form only

contains controls to display the SiteID, Fac/SiteID, and Facility Name. A property of the SiteID

has been set to display the SiteName rather than the numerical code. Each of these control's

Locked property has been set to "Yes", so that the user may not edit this information. Figure

5.2. 1b shows the Review PA Sections form.



Form Name: Review PA Sections

Description: This is the menu for reviewing the various sections of the preliminary assessment scoresheet.

Subforms: none

Form Data: GeneralFacilityInformation table

Events and Macros: The form's On Open event triggers the Maximize macro. The "Close" button's On Click closes the form.
Clicking on any of the buttons representing the sections of the PA executes a macro in the group macro OpeningForms. Clicking
on the "General Facility Information" button opens the "Facility Information" form. Clicking on the "Source Evaluation" button
opens the "Source Evaluations" form. Clicking on the "Surface Water" button opens the "Surface Water Main" form. Clicking
the "Ground Water" button opens the form "Ground Water". Hitting return in the text box in which the first few letters of a
known facility name are typed, executes the macro FindFacilityName. This macro makes the facility name control active (using
the GoToControl action) and finds the record where the name matches the text entered by the user (using the FindRecord action).

Opened From: Main Switchboard

Figure 5.2.1b Main Menu for Reviewing PA Sections.

On this form, the user must first select the facility to review before clicking on one of the buttons

which will open up the next form showing the section of the PA scoresheet the user wishes to

review. To select a facility for review, the user has two options. If the name of the facility is

known, the user can type in the first few letters of the facility name, hit return, and a macro will

be run that searches for the record containing that facility name. If the user does not know the

facility name, he or she may use the buttons with arrow icons to go through the stored facility

records one by one.



The text on the Soil Exposure, Site Scoring, and Air buttons is grayed out because they

do not actually open any forms. They have been included in the Review PA Sections form to

show that these sections should be included if the PA database completely modeled the PA

scoresheet. When the user clicks on any of these buttons, the macro Message.NotImplemented is

executed, which displays a message box with the message, "This feature is not implemented."

Once a facility has been selected and one of the buttons has been clicked, a macro is

executed that opens the appropriate form (Open Form action), gives "control" to the Fac/SiteID

text box of the opened form (GoToControl action), and finds the record that matches the

Fac/SiteID on the Review PA Sections form (FindRecord action).

The description of the forms associated with reviewing and editing the sections of the PA

scoresheet is included in Appendix D.

From the Main Switchboard, if the user clicks on the Perform Site Comparisons button,

the SelectionCriteria form is opened shown in Figure 5.2.1 c. The buttons "Multiple Parameters"

and "By Pathway" only execute the macro Messages.NotImplemented.



Form Name: SelectionCriteria

Description: This is the main menu for performing facility comparisons

Subforms: none

Form Data: none

Events and Macros: The macro group OpeningForms contains all of the macros for opening forms when any of the
buttons are closed, except for the "Close" button, which closes the SelectionCriteria form. Clicking on the buttons,
"Location", "Type of Facility", "Hazardous Wastes", and "Waste Source Types" execute the appropriate macros to
open the forms "Location", "Type of Facility", "Hazardous Wastes", and "Waste Source", respectively.

Opened From: Main Switchboard

Figure 5.2.1c Main Menu for Performing Facility Comparisons

5.2.2 LOCATION COMPARISON

The Location form becomes active when the "Location" button is clicked from the main

menu for performing facility comparisons (SelectionCriteria form). The user either enters the

geographical coordinates or selects a facility from which the comparisons will be based. The

Location Subform then appears in the middle of the form showing the result of performing the



Location Comparison query. This query ranks the facilities by their proximity to the specified
geographical coordinates. Figure 5.2.1 d shows the Location form after geographical coordinates
have been selected.

Description: Latitude and longitude coordinates are entered as input or the geographical coordinates of a selected
facility are used to rank the top 5 closest facilities to the input coordinates.

Subforms: The "Location Subform" shows the result of the query comparing geographical coordinates with the
user's input(Location Comparison query discussed in Section 4.5.1.)

Form Data: Based on the query "Location Form Query"

Events and Macros: When a facility is selected by the user, the Macro "Coordinates" is executed. This places the
geographical coordinates of the selected facility into the Input Latitude and Input Longitude controls. Whenever the
Input Latitude or Input Longitude coordinates are modified (an AfterUpdate event is generated), the Macro "Find
Nearest Location" is executed. This macro updates the list of top 5 closest facilities. Upon the first time the Input
Longitude is updated, the Visible properties of the Location Subform, the "Five Nearest Sites...", and "Double Click
on the..." text boxes are set to "Yes".Double-clicking on the Fac/SitelD in the Location Subform executes the macro
OpenMainPA.Location. This macro opens the form for reviewing the sections of the PA where the double-clicked
facility has been selected for review.

Opened From: SelectionCriteria form

Figure 5.2.1d Location Comparison Form

From the list of ranked facilities, the user can double-click on the Fac/SiteID where the form for
reviewing sections of the PA is opened. The macro that accomplishes this also synchronizes the
form, so that the facility that was double-clicked is already chosen for review on the PA section



review form.

5.2.3 TYPE OF FACILITY COMPARISON

Comparisons between facilities based on the type of operation is performed in the Type

of Facility form. This form is opened from the main menu for performing comparisons by

clicking on the "Type of Facility" button (see Figure 5.2.lc). Similar to the form where facilities

are ranked by location, the user either selects from a list of valid facility operations or selects a

facility from which the comparison is based. The result is a list of facilities that have been

characterized by the selected operation. Figure 5.2.3a shows the Type of Facility form.



Description: The type of operation is entered as input or a facility is selected from which the comparison is based.

Subforms: The "Type Subform" (based on TypeQuery query, which returns records from the
GeneralFacilityInformation and GeneralSiteInformation tables where the operation code matches what was selected
by the user on the Type of Facility form.)

Form Data: Based on the query "Location Form Query"

Events and Macros: When a facility is selected by the user, the macro "Type Update" is executed. This macro
places the type of operation in the Type of Operation text box, makes the Type Subform visible (SetValue action)
and requeries it (Requery action) The Type Subform displays the facilities that perform the type of operation
selected by the user. Double-clicking on the Fac/SitelD in the Type Subform executes the macro
OpenMainPA.Type which opens the main menu for reviewing PA sections.

Opened From: SelectionCriteria form

Figure 5.2.3a Type of Facility Comparison Form

From the list of facilities, the user can double-click on the Fac/SiteID to open the form for

reviewing sections of the PA. The macro that accomplishes this also synchronizes the form so

that the facility that was double-clicked is already chosen for review on the PA section review

form.



5.2.4 HAZARDOUS WASTES COMPARISON

Another relevant way to compare facilities is by the hazardous wastes they contain.

Clicking on the "Hazardous Waste" button opens the Hazardous Wastes form. If the user selects

a facility, he or she must also choose the hazardous waste that is contained on that facility before

any comparisons are made. Alternately, a hazardous waste can be selected from a hazardous

waste combo box. Once a hazardous substance has been selected, a subform appears listing the

facilities that contain the hazardous substance. The user may then double click on a facility to

review the desired section of the PA scoresheet of that facility. Figure 5.2.4a shows the

Hazardous Wastes form after a particular hazardous waste has been selected.



Form Name: Hazardous Wastes

Description: After a hazardous waste is selected from a facility or a list of valid hazardous wastes, a list of facilities
containing that waste is displayed.

Subforms: Hazardous Subform. This subform is based on the Hazardous Ranking Query which lists those facilities
containing the specified hazardous waste in the form Hazardous Wastes

Form Data: none

Events and Macros: Selection of a facility triggers execution of the macro "Facility Hazardous" from an After
Update event. This macro updates the list of hazardous wastes that may be chosen from the combo box located
directly below the Facility combo box. When a hazardous waste is selected from this combo box, the "Set Waste"
macro is executed which sets the value of the hazardous waste in the combo box located on the right side of the
screen. This macro also displays and requeries the Hazardous Subform. The Hazardous Subform is displayed and
requeried also whenever a hazardous substance is chosen from the hazardous waste combo box on the right hand
side of the form.

Opened From: SelectionCriteria form.

Figure 5.2.4a Hazardous Waste Comparison Form

5.2.5 WASTE SOURCE TYPE COMPARISON

The final type of comparison that was implemented in Microsoft Access is the

comparison of facilities by type of waste source. This comparison mimics the comparison by



hazardous waste, where the user first selects a facility and then selects a waste source from that
facility. Similar to the other comparisons, the user may also simply choose a waste source from
the combo box on the upper left portion of the screen. Figure 5.2.5a shows the Waste Source

form after a waste source has been selected.

Form Name: Waste Source

Description: This form lists the facilities that contain the source of waste specified by the user.

Subforms: Waste Source Subform. This subform is based on the Waste Subform Query which primarily returns the
Source Evaluation table.

Form Data: none

Events and Macros: When a facility is selected from the combo box, the macro "Facility Waste Source" is executed which
updates the list of waste sources that can be selected from the waste source combo box. When either of the waste source combo
boxes is updated, the macro "Source Macro" is executed which makes the list of facilities that contain the specified waste source
visible.

Opened From: SelectionCriteria form

Figure 5.2.5a Waste Source Comparison Form

i



6.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
This thesis focused on the development of an interactive database used for cross-site

comparisons, but included the development of a complete Information System to support

decision making during the Preliminary Assessment (PA) phase of the Superfund process. There

are four aspects of the system which require further resolution; availability of electronic

information relevant to the PA Scoresheets, the technology used, the system's expandability and

the potential impacts of this system on the Preliminary Assessment phase of the Superfund

process.

6.1 Electronic Information

6.1.1 AVAILABILITY

As mentioned in previous sections, the EIDSS was severely limited by the lack of

suitably stored information (environmental consultant Kenneth Till was only able to locate one

suitable data source). There is currently very little information relevant to the PA Scoresheets in

an electronic format, and even less in a standard format. Thus, the scope of both the Internet

Search Engine and the Data Store Search Engine is currently limited. Many of the questions on

the scoresheets are conducive to being answered with the assistance of electronic media, but the

questions of when the information will be standardized, and who will actually set the standards,

remain unanswered. Until more of these sources appear, filling out the relevant small sections of

the scoresheets electronically is more difficult than filling them out manually.

6.1.2 STANDARDIZATION

It should also be noted that the information required to complete the PA Scoresheets must

be from sources reliable enough so that potential user of the system will be comfortable with the

data. If the system is to eventually be set up so users pay for accounts to use the system, the

sources must conform to industry and countrywide reliability standards. This problem is best

illustrated by considering the case where information is duplicated in two or more data sources.

Under such circumstances, there must be a method to determine which source will be used.



Possible determination methods include surveying the current clients to find their preference, and

performing a thorough investigation on the origins of the data sources to determine which is

more reliable.

6.2 Technology
A number of technology-related issues arose during the system's development. These

issues restricted some aspects of the current system, but advancements in the tools used are

anticipated, so future systems should not face such restrictions.

6.2.1 DATA SOURCE COLLECTION

There were many obstacles encountered in trying to connect the scoresheet pages on the

web to the data source itself. A large part of this was because the development of the Data Store

Search Engine was first attempted completely using Java Database Connectivity (JDBC), a very

new tool that is not yet reliable as May, 1997. As mentioned in Section 3.3, the system currently

requires that the program executing the query on the data source and the data source itself be on

the same server. So when more sources are gathered, either a program must be installed at the

location of each data source, or all of the data sources must be brought on to a single server.

Using JDBC for the entire Search Engine, however, would eliminate this requirement.

Thus, there could be one query program located on a server that is easily accessed by system

administrators, and the data could be stored anywhere, as long as they are in the correct format

and their owners give the system access permission. JDBC will almost definitely be more

reliable within a year, so the possibility of using a more robust system is conceivable in the

future.

6.2.2 LINKING THE EIS WITH THE DSS

Currently, the system is a separated Executive Information System (EIS) and Decision

Support System (DSS). The integration of these two parts was also greatly restricted by

available technology, although again, these restrictions will likely disappear in the near future, as



the technology matures.

The basis of the EIS is a local database, which resides on the same machine as the web

pages that the user accesses. Each user's decisions are recorded on this database for later

examination. The DSS links data sources in three different forms: an Internet Search Engine

locating possible relevant data locations in non-standard form; an Data Store Search Engine

retrieving data that is known to exist from standardized data sources; and a Database for Cross-

Site Comparison, which allows retrieval of data from previously filled out PA Scoresheets.

More database types, however, are becoming easier to connect to the Internet through the use of

tools that easily display query results or table values on a web page. This facility makes the

inclusion of EIS access from a DSS link very easy to implement. The versatility and reliability

of these web connections, however, is not yet reliable, though is expected to be so in the near

future.

6.3 Improvements to the Interactive Database of PA Scoresheets for Cross-Site
Comparison

The current database is limited to performing several specific comparisons. The system

could be greatly enhanced by performing comparisons based on additional sets of criteria. For

example, it would be useful to search all scoresheets by answers to individual questions or

combinations of questions. Using SQL, these types of searches are not difficult, but it would be

beneficial to set up an interface such as those demonstrated with Microsoft Access in order to

make it easier to perform these types of comparisons.

6.4 Expandability - Beyond the Preliminary Assessment Phase

Due to the scope of the project, the information system is currently limited to the

Preliminary Assessment phase. Using the EIDSS principle of combining a document-like user-

interface, a search engine and a database management system, however, a similar information

system could be designed and used in other steps of the Superfund process. This expanded

system would then allow users to easily refer to, and use, information from various Superfund



process steps throughout their work on a particular site.

6.5 Impact of the System on the Preliminary Assessment Phase

This system provides numerous advantages to its users at all levels. First of all, the

documentation needed to keep track of the PA process will be greatly reduced. The questions

that were filled out electronically will be stored electronically, along with the bibliographical

information. In addition, if there is more than one person scoring a certain site, much of the

confusion accompanying trading the papers and other documentation will be eliminated by the

accessibility of the forms over the Internet. Anyone with permission who needs to access the

forms can do so from any office using a desktop computer, or from the field using a laptop.

Furthermore, the electronic format of the forms eliminates the need to remember to bring the

proper forms or to give them to the proper person before they leave for the site, etc. It is also

much faster to answer questions using the EIDSS, than to manually search out, and go through,

data sources stored in many different locations.

On a management level, this system provides many advantages to executives as well.

The EIS portion provides greater accountability both to the people filling out the scoresheets and

the sources being used for the information entered into these scoresheets. Having the exact

source, date and time of a particular decision can greatly simplify the assessment process if

particular decisions or sources need to be questioned. Indeed, the system can even be used to

identify the more efficient engineers filling out the scoresheets and reward or promote them

accordingly.

Although this system is currently limited by certain constraints, overall it has great

potential to assist in the Preliminary Assessment process. Perhaps with backing from a few

Environmental Engineering firms, data standards can be set and reliable data sources compiled so

that future preliminary assessments will be far less error-prone, time-consuming and costly than

at present.
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Appendix

OMB Approval Number: 2050-0095

Approved for Use Through: 1192

PA Scoresheets

Site Name:

CERCLIS ID No.:

Street Address:

City/State/Zip:

Investigator:

Agency Organization:

Street Address:

City/StatelZip:

Date:
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR SCORESHEETS

introduction

This scoresheets package functions as a self-contained workbook providing all of the basic tools to
apply collected data and calculate a PA score. Note that a computerized scoring tool, "PA-Score," is
also availabla from EPA (Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, Directive 9345.1-111. The
scoresheets provide space to:

* Record information collected during the PA
* Indicate references to support information
* Select end assign values ('scores'l for factors
* Calculate pathway scores
* Calculate the site score

Do not enter values or scores in shaded areas of the scoresheets. You are encouraged to write notes
on the scoresheets and especially on the Criteria Lists. On scoresheets with a reference column,
indicate a number corresponding to attached sources of information or pages containing rationale for
hypotheses; attach to the scoresheets a numbered list of these references. Evaluate all four pathways.
Comp4ete all Criteria Lists, scoresheets, and tables. Show calculations, as appropriate. If scoresheets
are pbhotocopy reproduced, copy and submit the numbered pages (right-side pagesi only.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Site Description and Operational History: Briefly describe the site and its operating history. Provid~
the site name, ownerloperator, type of facility and operations, size of property, active or inactive
status, and years of waste generation. Summarize waste treatment, storage, or disposal activities that
hasvor may have occurred at the site; not also if these activities are documented or alleged. Identify
probable source types and prior spills. Summarize highlights of previous investigations.

Probable Substances of Concerm List hazardous substances that have or may have been stored,
handled, or disposed at the site, based on your knowledge of site operations, Identify the sources to
which the substances may be related. Summarize any existing analytical data concerning hazardous
substances detected onsite, in releases from the site, or at targets.

A-2
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GENERAL INFORMATION

A.3
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GENERAL INFORMATION 1contlnuedl

Site Sketch: Prepare a sketch of the site (freehand is acceptable). Indicate all pertinent features of
the site and nearby environs. Including: - waste sources, buildings, residences, access roads, parking
areas, drainage patterns, water bodies, vegetation, wells, sensitive environments, etc.

A4
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GENERAL INFORMATION (contlnuedl
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SOURCE EVALUATION

* Number and name each source (e.g.. 1. East Drum Storage Area, 2. Sludge Lagoot. 3. Battery Pile].

* Identify source type according to the list below.

* Describe the physical character of each source le.g., dimensions, contents, waste types, containment,
operating history).

* Show waste quntirty IWO) calculations tor each source for appropriate tiers. Refer to instructions opposite
page 5 and PA Tables 1 a nd 1b. Identify waste quantity tier and waste characteristics WCI factor category
scare ifor a site with a single source, according to PA Table a). Determine WC from PA Table 1b for the sum
of source WQs for a multiple-source site.

* Attach additional sheets if necessary.

* Determine the site WC factor category score and record at the bottom of the page.

A-6
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sourme Typ De•dtiotns

,Lndl.: en enaineerd (by excvertion or construction) or naturat hole in the ground inito which wastes have bean
ditpoeed by backfilling, or by contemporaneous sal deposition with weste dispoatl, covering wesese trom view.

Surfece Impoundmaet: e tpog0Qtphic depression, excavation, or slikae area, prtmarily formed from earthen
materials ifird or unlinedl and desigred to hold accumulated Ilquid wastes, wastes containing free liquids, or
miudges that were not beckfiled or otherwise covered during period. of deposition: depreselon may be dry If
depa•snd Louid has evepOmrted, vo•atlized or leached. or wet with exposed iuid: strucvures that may be more
specrficeSy dwenre as lapoon pond, 4eration pit. settling pond. taings pond, aludge pit. etc.; also a surface
bnpoundmert that has been covwed with &oll eftt the fial deposition of waste materiela (i.e., buried or
beckfilled).

k3qm: portabl conateem designed to hold a standard $5-prlkon vokrme of wastes.

Trlh end Non-D•nm CotIakwr: any s •attnary device, designed to contain aecu•mulated wstes,. constructed
prfnOy of fabllcated mretrials Iluch as wood, cnorete, sleet. or plastic) that provide str•cturel support: any
portable or mobile devkie in which waste i stored or otherwise handeod.

Cotam1iatO ,M: sol onto which available evdence indicates that a hazardous weutance was spiled. spead.
ispond. or depeted.

!!: any non-eontineried secumulation above irt ground surf sac of sldo, ron-flawing wstes;: includes open
durmp. Same typed of pis aft: Chemical W• st Pile - coniists prinerlty of discardad chemacst products, by-
prodSrca, radioective westa, or used a uuesed feedtocks: Setrae M•l or'unk Pie - consists primaily of
a•crp metel or discarded dwable goods such as appliance• . utarmobiles, ato parts, or batteries, composed of
matmerals supected to Caoi1ina o have co•tirted a hawdous subtance:; Teiinos Pile - consists primary of any
combiration of overburden freo a miini operation and talinge from r minerl minming, benefstilion. or procas•g
operaiion; 3Ih Plo - cormire primrly of paper, garbage, or discarded non-durabla good• which are suspected
to contin or have conterled a hatzdouas substance.

Mind. TretmenT: lhndlamtng or other land treatment method of waste management in whikch kquid wastes or
ridgape are sprd ovar lend and tilld, or kquld are i~e0ted at shallow depths into sile.

r, ea srource that does not fih any of the decriplions above; uxampr s Include cwntamnmsted building, ground
water plum. wilbh no Id difieabl)e ource, storm lei", Ory well, and infection well.



SOURCE EVALUATION
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WASTE CHARACTERISTICS IWCJ SCORES

WC, based on waste quantity, may be determined by one or all of four measures called =tiers':
constituent quantity. wastestream quantity, source volume, and source area, PA Table la (page 51
is divided into these four tiers. The amount and detail of information available determine which tier(sl
to use for each source. For each source, evaluate waste quantity by as many of the tiers as you have
information to aupport, and select the result that gives you the highest WC score. If minimal,
incomplete, or no information is available regarding waste quantity, assign a WC score of 18
(minienum).

PA Table Ia has 6 columns: column 1 indicates the quantity tler; column 2 lists source types for the
four tiers; columns 3. 4, and 5 provide ranges of waste amount for sites with onpl one source, which
correspond to WC scores at the top of the columns (18, 32. or 100); column 6 provides formulas to
obtain source waste quantity (WO) values at sites with muvtiple sources.

To wenmnhw WC for a*re wth aoVy m eomare

I. Identfty source type (ser descrtipbri opposke page 4).

2. Ejamnre st wexrt quenhy der avssbke,.

.3 Esxnere IhA mass armdlor dknrt&ar 9 of the &ourts.

4. bremnM• which Onnriy lter to use based on aveleb 8o0e intrfomnarin.

6. Conven sourcn maresmenmn to aproprietw w its for each tiar you car evahnle for te s auWs.

6 Identify •e nrte into which the total quc•iry fat for each rter evak•fted IPA Tsabe 1).

7. Detennrm rh hrhA C IWC Seore obtaeed for any tier 118, 32, o 00, or mh of PA Tabb f1a cohAAM 4, a• c
5, respctrivly).

5. fLe tha WC leor f~r aNt pdtways.

Tr derfanml WC for adWr Rfh tua aeOe :r

SIdent#y each sourc rye se. eacriwns uppa . paog 4).

2. 0twr *R war. uN•nfiy dara aevaleop foH eta s e.

j. Est.L M the mass anFr dknorbs of teeach soq .

4. Deatmrnke wmel quaenty tiew to USe for 0uh awnV based on the avalabk tormnatAn

$. Converr sore measrmentms to apprprieue ris 0 each ier you can evaWrer for each szmpu.

6. For each nrew, V m te fOnmuI * camum 6S eOPA Tab ea to dera ke vm %V ueh for each rier that can
bhe evak ed,d Th7% hr hast WO Yae ebted for way tir & 01 WO vhue Ar the sow,=.

7. Sum the WID vaks for - a&urea to Vel t r te IVK aptaL.

8 tLee the a8e 1W0 rMarl fom xsr 7 to aspin the WC scwv from PA Tabl e b.

9. Uis tehs WC aroe aor a# pethwary. t

S The WC score is considered in al four pathways. However, ii a primary target is idefrtified for the grout
water, surface water, or air mioration pathway, assign the determined WC or a score of 32, whichever
liea tr, 83 the VWC score 4o0 trf ?thwm-
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GROUND WATER PATHWAY

Ground Water Use Description: Provide inlormation on ground water use in the vicinity. Present the generar
stratigraphy,. qulfgrs used, and distributlin of private end municipal wells.

Calculatiorn for Drinking Waetr Populatlon Served by Oround Water: Provide populations from private wells
and municipal supply systerns In each distance category. Show eoportionment cnlculations for blended supply
systems.

A-i 0
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GROUND WATER PATHWAY
GROUND WATER USE DESCRIPTION
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GROUND WATER PATHWAY CRITERIA LIST

This "Criteria List' helps guide the process of developing hypotheses concerning the occurrence of a
suspected release and the exposure of specific targets to a hazardous substance. The check-boxes
record your professional judgment in evaluating these factors. Answers to all of the listed questions
may not be available during the PA. Also, the list is not all-inclusive; if other criteria help shape your
hypotheses, list them at the bottom of the page or attach an additional page.

The "Suspected Release" section identifies several site, source, and pathway conditions that could
provide insight as to whether a release from the site is likely to have occurred. If a release is
suspected, use the "Primary Targets" section to evaluate conditions that may help identify targets
likely to be exposed to a hazardous substance. Record responses for the well that you feel has the
highest probability of being exposed to a hazardous substance. You may use this section of the chart
more than once, depending on the number of targets you feet may be considered 'primary."

Check the boxes to indicate a 'vyes," no,' or "unknown" answer to each question. If you check the
"Suspected Release" box as "yes., make sure you assign a Likelihood of Release value of 550 for the
pathway.

A-12
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GROUND WATER PATHWAY CRITRERIA LIST

Y N H1

s k
0 0 Are sources Por tY ortsind?

] a O Is the source ta p* likely to ontribut~e to

ground water contnMination (e.g., wet

D D ia wste quantity parnicuedy large?

C C Is pecipitatiorn heavy?

S0 0 ts the infitration tbta Nght

o o Is tih- se eoosted in an ares of katst ierrain?

C C C , the suburfoer highly permeable or
conducti1v?

C O O I drinkrng water drawn from a shallow
aquiiaf?

O] O Are •uspeited contorminar highly mobile in
ground water?

uqggest ground water oantarniton

C 0 other crfitatl

0 C WSUFCTD rEASEV

Surult e•r r n#ionrak ti Suspecterl eaa (attech arn
additional page If Pflomfrry

Y N IV
eon
a k
aO C l any drinking water welf nearby?

S[3 Ha erany nearby drinkin water wel been
closed?

CO C Has any nearby drinking water uer reported
fout-laestig at foul4maelling water?

0 0 0 Dose any newrtoy well have a la•rtl drwdown
or high produclion rate?

o i f It any drinking war well oasted bet weea the
tile and other walls that sre suspected to be

exposed to a harardous substance)

OO O Dows esnlyrical or circumstantial evidence
sugsllt contamitntion at a drinking water
wellt?

O 0 C oe arry ddrinking water well waerrnt
sernpling

OC Other critene?

o o PfRIMARY TARGETC ) WIDNTF7

Surnevrr. the rationads for Prmary Trts lratach h
addilonml page If nicesssary:
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GRO1UND WATER PATHWAY SCORESHEET

Pathway ChaJTectrlstics
Answer the questions at the top of the page. Refer to the Ground Water Pathway Criteria List Ipage 7) to
hypothesire whether you suspect that a hazardous substance associated with the site has been released to
ground water. Record depthlo aquifer (in feet]: the difference between the deepest occurrence of a ha2ardous
substance and the depth of the top of the s1allowest aquifer at (or as near as possible) to the site. Note
whether the site is in karst terrain (characterized by abrupt ridges, sink holes, caverns, springs, disappearing
streamns). Record the distance (in feet) from any source to the nearest well used for drinking water.

Likelihood of Relle se ILRI

I. Suspected Release: Hypothesize based on professionral judgment guided by the Ground Water Pathway
Criteria List (page 7;. If you suspect a release to ground water, use only Column A for this pathway and do
not evaluate factor 2.

2. No Suspected Relaase: if you do not suspect a release, determine score based on depth to aquifer or
whether the site is in an area of karat terrain. If you do not suspect a release to ground water, use only Column
B to score this pathway.

araters IT) .

This factor category evaluates the threat to populations obtaining drinking water from ground water. To
apportion populations served by blended drinking water supply systems, determine the percentage of population
served by each well based on its production.

3. Primary Target Population: Evaluate populations served by all drinking water wells that you suspect have
been exposed to a hazardous substance released from the site, Use professional judgment guided by the Ground
Water Pathway Criteria UList page 71 to make this determination. In the space provided, enter the population
served by any wells you suspect have been exposed to a hazardous substance from the site. If only the number
of residences is known, use the average county residents per househotd (rounded up to the next integer)
determine popuaution served. Multiply the population by 10 to determine the Primary Target Population scor
Note that if you do not suspect a release, there can be no primary target population.

4. Secondary Target Population: Evaluate populations served by all drinking water wetls within 4 miles that
you do not suspect have been exposed to a hazardous substance. Use PA Table 2& or2b ffor wells drawing
from non-karat and karst aquifers. respctfuMy) (page 9). If only the number of residences is known, use the
average county residents per household (rounded to the nearest integer) to determine population served. Circle
the assigned value lor the population in each distance category and enter it in the column on the far-right side
of the table. Sum the far-right column and enter the total as the Secondary Target Population factor score.

5. Nearest Wall representsthe threat posd to the drinking water well that is most likely to be exposed to a
heardous substance. If you have identified a primary target population, enter 50. Otherwise, assign the score
from PA Table 2a or 2b for the closest distance category with a drinking water well population.

6. Welhead ProHection Arsa (WHPAI: WHPAs are special areas designated by States for protection under
Section 1428 of the Safe Drinking Wattr Act. Local/State and EPA Regional water officials can provide
information regarding the location of WHPAs.

7. Resources: A score of B can generally be assigned as a default measure. Assign zero only if ground water
within 4 rnimes has no resource use,

Sum the target scores in Column A ISuspected Release) or Column B INo Suspected Releasel.

Waste Chlracteristice iWC)

S. Waste Characteristics: Score is assigned from page 4. However, if you have identified any primary target
for ground water, assign either the score calculated on page 4 or a score of 32, whichever is greater.

Ground Water Pathway Score: Multiply the scores for LR, T. and WC. Divide the product by 82,500. Round
the result to the nearest I"t'•' !if the result is greater than 100, assign 100,
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GROUND WATER PATHWAY SCORESMEET

CD yOu Luspeti a releaso Isre Groumn Wloer lathlway Criteria Unt, age 717 Yes No

Is the Ilte laocled 4aM kar r1errain? Yes 0
rDepil to aqulfer:
DistanCe to fhe rharSar drinkpig water well: ft

A B

LIKELIHOOD OF RELEASE

1. SUSPCTED RELEASE; If you guPcl A rtelease o groune water liet &g 7 -1

assign a l$cre of $550. Use arir col•mn A tor sils pathway.

2, NO SUS.CTED RELfASE: II wou donot sspct a ritiln toI grOUnd water, and

th oilti is I an trrz tein of Ole depTh to qudler is 70 Ient ofr lei, li Kmpag ( so

of 500; therwisel , assign a scLre of 340. Use Only codunn I 110 Ilfs pathwar.

LI,

3, PqIMARY TAAGET POPULATKYN: DOetrmne "u nLmbumnb of peo14 strved 1r
drifnking water well thllt Iyou sUIsot•I hary •,ln nDosd to u hazardOus
subttanc Idronm the sIte te Gpound Waler Pathway Ctenwr LWlt, sap 72.

Eo le x 10

I 1 ErrneananvY 'v-artrr RWPULAIhW flermrmra a rua~er ci nani.~ ersed hv

dralnung w.V:e was Lhat you so NOT suspecl have aeen ezoosed 10o a hlrd4Ou
astance Irom the srte. ~ir Iassg the •oial popdaton corne from FA Tama 2.

Are any wells pirt ol a Mederd sysIm? Yes No
Syes, mtac•t page to sho•w apponwnent calctualsors.

5, NEAREST WUELL It you lavw idnlfied a pmiye tanret Poonirmn i ground
wllr, assign a Icor of C~: Otherwset, asIsgn the Nearest Wet ores 10om
PA Table . II no drkinung water wls exis wýitVn 4 rilses. m sgn a Score eof zo,

I. WL.LHEAD PROTECTlON ARE.A •WPA:: If any swoce ies w thin or aboul a V~HSTA
to ii you have dentit·i4 aiy p~ i ry w teswieDt wi~tin W•IPA, lasiUe apSt of 20;

assign S if rwOePir condtain holds but aU 'cA is omn•t witin £ mre.s othzs; wes
eSaign nM.

t. RESOURCES

WASTE CHARACTERISTflCS

4. A. if you haeo Waneoed any onarW trrt Ir 9rOou~r wlatm, •algn tV wvast

c•aracttaucs acorn aAd1d on page 4, r o r m of 32. whewve is
GREATEr; do not Ievaklot part I o1 ITs facor..

L. If yOU tM NOT ikmUtied any pnm"y "tMlet lor qroM wer, AssW oe
was%* charactrismcs Ocr scumsteu d Mn pg *a

We -

GROUND WATER PATHWAY SCORE: LR A T x WC
82.500
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PA TABLE 2: VALUES FOR SECONDARY GROUND WATER TARGET POPULAT[ONS

PA Tblo 2*: Non Kerst Aquiler,

INWst - - fr e i w Aw $ aWs WI l s, f s p1 Cotnar .

stan•ce (choos 9 9 . * ~r . *n w. '. OWN Ppatu,_

fusm aStw rs ____ e.e 3eln r.a* 3e.a W&s6 1 va- V.A

S20 1 2 18 52 16 21 1.6213 5.214 16.325

SIt o Kn I 9 3 1 t 2 10 32 10o 323 1.012 3,22 10.121

> !, I I m. a A I I 8 11 12 417 S22 1.06 5,224

> 1 it w ___ 5 1 1 1 3 8 29 94 124 29 2,.Ds8

o3 1 I5 2 7 21 I t212 476 2.122

>) 2e 4 n -l 2 1 1 1 1 4 13 42 13 42 11 417 1.306

Nea•est WOa - Score -

PA Table 2b: Kmst Aquifers

O?,tatucu

feisSr a Popedath

0Y. % rmle

% t rva*i

> I in n mveh

) 2 to trJ.. _

>213 o 4 rmh

Nearit

Warkf

20

20
;20

20

20
20
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fre a Se Sme hd 6v ei DWM lrancs ,at.
*9 1 t rd. I @ &y9 to ael s"Oshe.e **r
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY

Migration Route Sketch: Sketch the surface water migration pathway (freehend is acceptable)
illustrating the drainage route and identifying water bodies, probable point of entry, flows, and targets.
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY
MIGRATION ROUTE SKETCH

Suface Water Migration Route Sketch:
(include runoff route, probable paint of entry, 15-mile target distance limit, intakes, fisheries,
and sensitive environment3l
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY CRWTERIA UST -

This "Criteria List' helps guide the process of developing hypotheses concerning the occurrence of
suspected release and the exposure of specific targets to a hazardous substance. The check-boxes
record your professional judgment in evaluating these factors. Answers to all of the listed questions
may not be available during the PA. Also, the list is not all-inclusive; if other Criteria help shape your
hypotheses, list them at the bottom of the page or attach an additional page.

The "Suspected Release' section identifies several site, source, and pathway conditions that could
provide insight as to whether a release from the site is likely to have occurred. If a release is
suspected, use the "Primary Targets" section to guide you through evaluation of some conditions that
may'heip identify targets likely to be exposed to a hazardous substance. Record responses for the
target that you feel has the highest probability of being exposed to a hazardous substance. You may
use this section of the chart more than once, depending on the number of targets you feel may be
considered 'primary."

Check the boxes to indicate a "yes," "no," or "unknown" answer to each question. If you cheek the
"Suspected Release" box as "yes,* make sure you assign a Likelihood of Release value of 550 for the
pathway.

If the distance to surface water is greater than 2 miles, do not evaluate the surface water migration
pathway. Document the source of information in the text boxes below the surface water criteria list.
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY LIKELIHOOD OF RELEASE AND DRINKING WATER THREAT SCORESHEET

Pathway Chauacterlstlc

The surface water pathway includes three threats: Drnkin~n Water Threat, Human Food Chain Threat, and
Environmental Threat. Answer the questions at the top of the page. Refer to the Surface Water Pathway Criteria
List (page 11) to hypothesize whether you suspect that a hazardous substance associated with the site has been
released to surface water. Record the distance to surface water (the shortest overland drainage distance from
a source to a surlace water body). Record the flood ireouency at the site le.g., 100-yr, 200-yr). If the site is
located in more than one floodplain, use the most frequent flooding event. Identify surface water use($) along the
surface water migration path and their distance(sl from the site.

Ulketihood of Re•lease (LR]

1. Suepectad Raitses: Hypothesize based on professional judgment guided by the Surface Water Pathway Criteria
List (page 11). If you suspect a release to surface water, use only Column A for tttis pathway and do not evaluate
factor 2.

2. No Suspected Release: 11 you do not suspect a release, determine score based an the shortest overland
drainage distance Irom a source to a surface water body. If distance to surlace water is 2,500 feet or less, assign
a score of 600. II distance to surface water is greater than 2,500 feet, determine score based on flood frequency.
If you do not suspect a release to surface water, use only Column B to score this pathway.

Drinking Waler Throat Toraets (TI

3. List all drinking water intakes on downstream surface water bodies along the surface water migration path.
Record the intake name, the type of water body on whrch the intake is located, the flow of the water body, and
the number of people served by the intake (apportion the poulation if part of a blended system).

4. Primary Targt Poputatl•n: Evaluate populations served by all drinking water intakes that you suspect have
been exposed to a hazardous substance released from the site. Use professional judgment guided by the Surface
Water Pathway Criteria List (page 111 to make this determination. In the space provided, enter the population
served by all intakes you suspect have been exposed to a hazardous substance from the site. if only the number
of residences is known, use the sverage county residents per household (rounded up to the next integer) to
determine po!ulation served. Multiply by 10 to deterrrne the Primary Target Population score: Remember, if you
do not suspect a release, there can be no primary target population.

5. Secondary Target PopLdtionr: Evaluate populations served by all drinking water intakes within the target
distance limit that you do not suspect have been exposed to a hazardous substance. Use PA Table 3 Ipage 13)
and enter the pooulation servad by intmWla for each flow category. If only the number of residences is known,
ute the average county residents per household (rounded to the nearest integer) to determine population served.
Circle the assigned value for the population in each flow category and enter it in the column on the far-right side
of the table. Sum the far-right column and enter the total as the Secondary Target Population factor score.

Gauging station data for many surface water bodies are available trom USGS or other sources. in the absence
of gauging &lation data, estimate flow using the list of surface water body types and associated flow categories
in PA Table 4 (page 131. The flow for lakes is determined by the sum of Ilows of streams entering or leaving the
lake. Note that the flow category "mixing zone of quiet flowing rivers' is limited to 3 miles from the probable
point of entry.

6. Neweast ihntke represents the threat posed to the drinking water intake that is most likely to be exposed to a
hazardous substance. If you have identified a primary target population, enter 50. Otherwise. assign the score
from PA Table 3 Ipage 13) for the lowest-flowing water body on which there is an intake.

7. Resources: A score of 5 can generally be assigned as a default measure. Assign -ero only if surface water
witrhn the target distance limit has no resource use.

Sum the target scores in Column A (Suspected Releasel or Column e INo Suspected Release),
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY
LIKELIHOOD OF RELEASE AND DRINKING WATER THREAT SCORESHEET
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PA TABLE 3: VALUES FOR SECONDARY SURFACE WATER TARGET POPULATIONS
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY HUMAN FOOD CHAIN THREAT SCORES•Eff

Likelihood of ReleeselLRI

LR is the same for all surface water pathway threats. Enter LR score from page 12.

Human Food Chain Threat Targets (t]

8. The only human food chain targets are fisheries. A fisbn is an area of a surface water body from
which food chain organisms are taken or could be taken for human consumption on a subsistence,
sporting, or commercial basis. Food chain organisms include fish, shellfish, crustaceans, amphlblans,
and amphibious reptiles. Fisheries are delineated by changes in surface water body type (i.e., streams
and rivers, takes. coastal tidal waters, and oceans/Great Lakesl and whenever the flow characteristics
of a stream or river change.

In the space provided, identify all fisheries within the target distance limit. indicate the surface water
body type and flow for each fishery, Gauging station flow data are available for many surface water
bodies from USGS or other sources. In the absence of gauging station data, estimate flow using the
list of surface water body types and associated flow categories in PA Table 4 (page 13). The flow for
lakes is determined by the sum of flows of streams entering or leaving the lake. Note that, if there are
no fisheries within the target distance limit, the Human Food Chain Threat Targets score is zero.

9. Primary fisheries are any fisheries within the target distance limit that you suspect have been
exposed to a hazardous substance released from the site. Use professional judgment guided by the
Surface Water Pathway Criteria List (page t11 to make this determination. If you Identify any primary
fisheries, list them in the space provided, enter 300 as the Primary Fisheries factor score, and do n,"
evaluate Secondary Fisheries. Note that if you do not suspect a release, there can be no prim;
fisheries.

10. Secondary fisheries are fisheries that you do not suspect have been exposed to a hazardous
substance, Evaluate this factor only if fisheries are present within thl target distance limt, but none
is considered a primary fishery.

A. If you suspect a release to surface water and have identified a secondary fishery but no primary
fishery, assign a score of 210.

B, if you do not suspect a release, evaluate this factor based on flow. In the absence of gauging
station flow data, estimate flow using the list of surface water body types and associated flow
categories in PA Table 4 (page 131. Assign a Secondary Fisheries score from the table on the
scoresheet using the lowest flow at any fishery within the target distance limit. (Dilution weight
multiplier does not apply to PA evaluation of this factor.)

Sum the target scores in Column A (Suspected Release) or Column B (No Suspected Release).
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY (cnn*wru d)
HUMAN FOOD CKA(N THREAT SCORESHEFT
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY ENVIRONMENTAL THREAT SCORESHEET

Likelihood of Release (LRI

LR is the same for all surface water pathway threats. Enter LR score from page 12.

Environmental Threat Tarcets (TJ

1 1. PA TabLe 5 (page 161 lists sensitive environments for the Surface Water Pathway Environmental
Threat. In the space provided, identify all sensitive environments located within the target distance
;imit. indicate the surface water body type and flow at eacti sensitive environment. Gauging station
flow data for many surface water bodies are available from USGS or other sources. In the absence
of gauging station data, estimate flow using the list of surface water body types and associated flow
categories in PA Table 4 (page 13). The flow for lakes is determined by the sum of flows of streams
entering or leaving the Lake. Note that if there are no sensitive environments within the target distance
limit, the Environmental Threat Targets scare is zero.

12. Primary senstive environments are surface water sensitive environments within the target
distance limit that you suspect have been exposed to a hazardous substance released from the site.
Use professional judgment guided by the Surface Water Pathway Criteria List (Page 111 to make this
determination. If you identify any primary sensitive environments, list them in the space provided,
enter 300as the Primary Sensitive Environments factor score, and do not evaluate Secondary Sensitive
Environments. Note that if you do not suspect a release, there can be no primary sensitive
environments.

13. Secondary sensitive environments are surface water sensitive environments that you do not
suspect have been exposed to a hazardous substance. Evaluate this factor only if surface wate-
sensitive environments are present within the target distance limit, but none is considered a primar,
sensitive environment, Evaluate secondary sensitive environments based on flow.

b In the table provided, List all secondary sensitive environments on surface water bodies with flow
of 100 cfs Or less. -

1) Use PA Table 4 (page 13) to determine the appropriate dilution weight for each.

2) Use PA Tables 5 and 6 (page 161 to determine the appropriate value for each sensitive
environment type and for wetlands frontage,

3) For a sensitive environment that falls into more than one of the categories in PA Table 5. sum
the values for each type to determine the environment value te.g., a wetland with 1.5 miles
frontage (value of 501 that is also a critical habitat for a Federally designated endangered
species (value of 100] would receive a total value of 150).

4) For each sensitive environment, multiply the dilution weight by the environment type for iength
of wetlandsl value and record the product in the far-right column.

51 Sum the values in the far-right column and enter the total as the Secondary Sensitive
Envronments score. Do not evaluate part B of this factor.

* If all secondary sensitive environments are on surface water bodies with flows greater than 100
cfs, assign 10 as the Secondary Sensitive Environments score.

Sum the target scores in Column A (Suspected Releasel or Column 8 INo Suspected Releasel.
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY Icond~nurd)
ENVJIRONMENTaIL THREAT SCORESHEFT
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PA TABLE 5: SURFACE WATER AND AIR PATHWAY SENSrTTVE ENVIRONMENTS VALUES
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAY WASTE CHARACTERISTICS, THREATCAND PATHWAY SCORES

Westo Characteristics (WC)

14. Waste Characteristlcs: Score is assigned from page 4. However, if a primary target has been
identified for any surface water threat, assign either the score calculated on page 4 or a score of 32,
whichever is greater.

Surface Water PathwaY Threat Scores

Fill in the matrix with the appropriate scores from the previous pages. To carculate the Score for each
threat: multiply the scores for LR, T, and WC; divide the product by 82,500; and round the result to
the nearest integer. The Drinking Water Threat and Human Food Chain Threat are each subiect to a
maximum of 100. The Environmental Threat is subject to a maximum of 60, Enter the rounded threat
scores in the far-right column.

Surface Water Pathway Score

Sum the individual threat scores to determine the Surface Water Pathway Score, If the sum is greater
than 100, assign 100.
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SURFACE WATER PATHWAy (concuded)
WASTE CHARACTERISTICS, THREAT, AND PATHWAY SCORE SUMMARY

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS

14. A. If you have Identificd any pýmarv target for surfate waler (pages 2, 12,
ot IS1, assign tme waste charactehSCS score calculted on page 4. or a score
c1 32. whichever s GREATER; do not evehuate pan 8 of this factor.

8. If you have NOT ident~fied iny primry target for surface wtter, assign the
wasu ctiaructncstics score calcumlsd on Page 4.
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SOIL EXPOSURE PATHWAY CRITERIA LIST'

Areas of surficial contamination can generally be assumed. This "Criteria List" helps guide the process
of developing a hypothesis concerning the exposure of specific targets to a hazardous substance at
the site. Use the "Resident Population" section to evaluate site and source conditions that may help
identify targets likely to be exposed to a hazardous substance. The check-boxes record your
professional judgment. Answers to all of the listed questions may not be available during the PA.
Also, the list is not all-inclusive; if other criteria help shape your hypothesis. list them at the bottom
of the page or attach an additional page.

Check the boxes to indicate a "yesc, "no'* or 'unknown" answer to each question.
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SOIL EXPOSURE PATHWAY CRTTERIA LIST

I

DC Other criterias

a RESIDENT POPULATION IDEMFIEDW

Surnraria qhe rationale for Resident Populuiian lattach an addtional page if nuceseuryl:
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SOIL EXPOSURE PATHWAY SCORESHEET

Pathway CharmetaristiEs

Answer the questions at the top of the page. Identify people who may be exposed to a hazardous substance
because they work at the facility, or reside or attend school or daycare On or within 200 feet of an area of
suspected cosnflmintion. If the site is active, estimate the number of full and part-time workers. Note that
evatuation of targets is based on current site conditions,

Likelihood of Exoosure (LEI

1. Suspected Contamination; Areas of surficial contamination are present at most sites, and a score of 550 can
generally be assigned as a default measure. Assign zero, which effectiveiy eliminates the pathway from further
consideration, only if there is no surficial contamination; reliable analytical data are generally necessary to make
this determination.

Resident Population Threat Taroets (TM

2. Resident Population correspondsto "primary targets" for the migration pathways. Use professional judgment
guided by the Soil Exposure Pathway Criteria List (page 181 to determine if there are people living or attending
school or daycare on or within 200 feet of areas of suspected contamination. Record the number of people
identified as resident population and multiply by 10 to determine the Resident Population factor score.

3. Resident Individual: Assign 50 if you have identified a resident population; otherwise, assign zero.

4. Workers: Estimate the number of full and part-time workers at this facility and adjacent facilities where
contamination is also suspected. Assign a scove for the WDrkwrs factor from the table.

5. Terrteda Sensitive Environments: In the table provided, list each terrestrial sensitive environment located
on an area of suspected contamination. Use PA Table 7 (page 201 to assign a value for each. Sum the values
and assign the total as the factor score.

6. Resourcsn: A score of 5 can generally be assigned as a default measure. Amign zero only if there is no land
resource use on en area of suspected contamination.

Sum the target scores.

Waste Charctelerstics fWC)

7. Enter the WC score determined on page 4.

Resident Pooulatior Threat Scoae: Muktiply the scores for LE, T, and WC, Divide the product by 82,500.
Round the resurt to the neatet integer. if the result is greater than 100, asoign 100.

Nearby PoouleatIo Threat S.ore: Do not evaluate this threat if you gave a zero score to Liketihood of Exposure.
Otherwase, assign a score based on the population within a 1-mile radius Luse the same 1-mile radius population
you evaluate for air pathway population targets):

oopulat;on Wrthin One M;)e Nearby Ponulation Threat Score
< 10,000 1

10.000 to 50,000 2
> 50,000 4

SoTr Exlosure Pathway Score: Sum the Resident Population Threat score and the tNearby Population Threea
score, subtect to a maximum of 100.
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SOIL EXPOSURE PATHWAY SCORESNEET

Do any p(oi•me -ol gn or weltow 200 I1 V o4 areas( surPeCtld conuamrltitn Yet No
Co any people aIteM school or dyca•tm on or wimrrn 200 ft of areas

of sluSOcted Comnmmamllar v Yes : o

Is thr IlacAhtr aelvcl YesI _ No _ If yes, eslameal the nhflbdt at wOltPrs:

0-zf
UKELINDOD OF EXPOSUAE Ccema,.

1. SUSPECTED CONTAMINATION: Surircial contamina' on can generally b eatuned.
anu a uorme of 550 lsulgror. Allsgn zer0o oy ir 1,P Ibsera c o1 EIfEic•al
conuamnsruon can be cof den•ty Cemonsreswa, w.

Detrhtar EnT s PP lAON THloAT TARETS

2. RESIDENT PORPLATION: Dtermnqn the rtumlbw er paople occu•ying •tidance
af attenoing school or daycare on & withun 200 Ielt of arels oa suflScted
canlraasmloln isc Soil ExpDouie P•lvwey C•lemna List, page IAl.

peoo•" K 10

3. RESIDENT INDIVIDUAL: It you have ideonrtlled a residentm clatiCn Ifactor 2],
ssigqn & score o 50; atNwaflse. eswgn a score of 0.

4. WORKERS.S: Use tr folovwing table Io si Q a scare based on the total rrmber a
workrrt at 1t ltacirhry and nruby tacilitee wiL sLusPcted Cnta rninatbon:

O I
I 1 to 100

lo! to 1,W00 o1

> 1000 15

5. TERESTRrAL. SENS•'TVE ENVIRONMENTS: Use PA Table 7 to assign a valu
11r e~Ch ttnrfetriLl anl#ti've l~~Oro ol o n an am of suspeced
conEamuo0n:

VL~ausemd Sa n. A~es s Vas

I, RESOURCES

T

WASTE CHARALTERISTICS

7, Asign " waste rchracist cs score calIcuated on page 4. WC -

RESIDENT POPULATION THREAT SCORE: LIE X T X WC
82.500.

NEARBY POPULATION THREAT SCORE:

SOIL EXPOSURE PATHWAY SCORE:.
Resident Poculatlon Threa + Nearby Populatlon Trhre
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PA TABLE 7: S0IL EXPOSURE PATHWAY
TERRESTRIAL SENSITIVE ENVIRONMENT VALUES

Trreslrpt Srk. ESn mene , Assiaimc vew
Tertestialt CtC8pI ~lhlsi lo& Filtrtaiy designated endargget• or theplatefd spCIl 100IG
Nalional Park
DOsignated Fedoer4l Wildrness AtaI
Natioral Monument
T•tresira hNaital klDowl to be used by Federally desrgnated or 1POSed rtmeltened or andangered speca 75
Ntlloarl Preserve Irretrnall
National ot State terrestrial WIldlife Aeluge
Fedetsl kand dIesgnwted lot protection Of natursi ••aeyUems
AIrrwrwtrqrtiVly proposeo Federal Widerness A•rs
Terrestril arels uvilized tr iarge or dense aggrealtions of Safrnals Ntenalbrat spaecies) loe breedsi
Terresanar habital used bY State Oesgnated endngered &O tveltenerl species
TertstreAr ha~bita~ used bY SCeeopt under revew faor Federli desirlated endlngere• or threatenel tralus
Stats lands desscniated ir wirddls or game mnarsaDm(tt 25
Siate ddsignated Natural Alues
PanrtLlar artal. relaliuvel small Vt sire, imponsant 0 mrainErrnCe of u aue bmotnc cmnrnmurpries
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ArR PATHWAY CRITERIA LIST

This "Criteria List" helps guide the process of deveJoping a hypothesis as to whether a release to the
air is likely to be detected. The check-boxes record your professional judgment. Answers to all of the
listed questions may not be available during the PA. Also, the list is not all-inclusive; if other criteria
help shape your hypothesis, list them at the bottom of the page or attach an additional page.

The "Suspected Release' section identifies several conditions that could provide insight as to whether
a release from the stAe is likely to be detected. If a release is suspected, primary targets are any
residents, workers, students, and sensitive environmrrents on or within A mile of the site.

Check the boxes to indicate a "yes," "no." or "unknown" answer to each question. If you check the
"Suspected Release" box as "yes," make sure you assign a Likefihood of Release value of 550 for the
pathway.
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AIR PATHWAY CRITERIA LIST

SUSPECTED RELEASE PRIfARY TARGETS

Y N U
Io n
s k

O 0 0 Are odors currently repored?

o i C His relesse of a heirrdous subrtence to the air
been dirCely observedl If yoU w~u ct a relasoe to ir., evUluate mr populatione rndsenilije environmrntir within 114 mile (inciudiin; thoem

LO I1 Are thera reports of *averse health offietes onitel es primalry ta•gets.
(e.g., headaches, nausea, dilliness) poternhaly
areuling from mitration of hursrdous

aubhtmnce• thrhauh rhm air?

LO 0 Does analytical or circumetrential evidence
suggest a release to the mi?

O OCher creitris?

] C SUSPECTED RELEASE

Summatitm the rathonalP for SuepsCted Release Istlach an addetional page if necessary):
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AIR PATHWAY SCORESHEET

Patftwv Chamantrlstt4
Answer 1hi questions at the tae of the Pi40. Refer to the Air Pathway Criterie List (pege 21) to hypothesizo whethu,

you suspect that a hazardous substance release to the air could be detected. Due to dispersion, relasess to air are not

as persistent as relases to water migratrian pathways and are much more difficult to detect. Develop your hypothe0si
conceming the rilease of hearardous subtances to ir based on "real atme" considetetione, Record the distance (in lesi)
from any source to the nearest regularly occupiad buMiling.

Likeglhood of telease [L('

1. SImpe•ted Reeso; Hypothesiee based on prolesional judgment puided by the Air Pathway Criteria List (page 211.
If you suspect a rileese to Sit, Use only Columrn A for this pathway and do not evaluate factor 2.

2. Ho'SuIpected Roleesa: If you do not suspect a release, enter 500 and use only Cokimrn for thm pathway.

Tamers {TJ

3., Primary Target Population: Evalusta populalione subeact to exposuye from release of a huIardous subarance from the
site. I you suspect a release, the resident, student, and worker populations on and within 4 hoile of the miis are
considered primary target population. If only the number of sesidences is known. use the average county residents per
household (rounded up to the next integer) to determine the population, In the space proviaed, enter them populaeion.
IMutiply the population by 10 to dternttin the Primary Target Population score,. Note that if you do not suspect a release.
there can be no prenary target population,

4. Secondary Target Populatiomn: Evluksta populations in distance eategories not suspeci ed t be subject to expooure I romr
rlehase of a haezrdous substance from the ites, If you suspect a releaser residents. students. and workers in the % - to
4-nie distance categaries are secondery terQ•t population. If you do not suspect a relesse, all residents, stuOents, and
workers onite and within 4 mikes are considered secondary target population.

Usa PA Table 8 (age 231. Enter the population in each secondary target population distance category, cirche the assignare
vltae. and record it an the ter-right side of the table. Sum the far-right column and enter the total as the Seconder
Target Popu1ation factor score.

S. earnt Indi•vnds prresnts th threat pond to the person most likely to be expoaed to a hazardous substance release
from the ilte. If you he• Idmtified a primary target population, enter 50, Otherwiac, assign the score from PA Table

S(Ipapa 23) lor the elaestr distance category M which you have identified a seeondary target population.

II. Pm *y Sonshive nvlortnw: If a release is suspected, afl sensitive enviroanmants on or within Y mile of the site
are conidered primary targels. List them and assign Values tr urwritivt environment type (from PA Table S, page 161
erndor wetland acreag (fre n PA Tabit 9. PaDe 231. Sum the values and enter the totel as the Iactor score.

7. Secondary Senskive Envrnments: If a re lees Is suspeered, aeuaiive enviranments in the % - to % -mile distance
cteugory are secondary targots:; eSler ditances need not be evaluated because dictal•e weighting greatly diminiehea
the impact on mite score. 10 you o no ect e'mec twslase, all senitiveo snvironments aon and within t meni of ths site ere
considered secondary target. List each econdary sensitive otwirenment on PA Table 10 (page 23) and essign a value
to each uair• PA Tables 1 and 9. Mutki•y eech value by thf rieted diatenes weight and record the product In the far.
right cglumn. Sum the products and •neor the total es the factor acore.

S. Reesoures: A cor*e of 6 Can genersly be esaigned as a defeutt meseure. Asion zero only if ther is no tend resourca
Us* within , mile.

Sum the targe: acaore in Column A (Suspected Rileasml or Column B (No suspected Release).

Waste Charhtclrdkic (WWCI

O.Waste Cheareted•alek : Score is assigned from page 4. However, if you have IdeHified any primary terget for the air
pathway, assign either the score calculated on page 4 or a score of 32, whichever is gnreter.

-. ,.-,tW y Score: MultiDly the scores for LR. T, and WC. Divide the product by 82.500. vound the resin, %V ,.
neerest integer. If the result is roe te' than 100, assign 100.
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AIR PATHWAY SCORESHEET
m- Pnu0m. CAwpooeulms. N

Do You SulCCI a rila ESe Ie Am P&tlhwy C•i•eil Lost. 1 211A ii -- No
ultance 10 Ithe nerl n ultl m I awrb f; ft

LIKELIN00D OF RELEASE

I SVSPECTED ALEASE: if you svoectc rrferas co ar isee apgi 21;, assigtn
scors of 550, Use oNly couimn A lor tMr pathway,

2. NO $SUSCTtE DELEASE ft you do not suspect a reasa to air, assign a
score of 500. Use or••r clumn lo r traI pathway.

I -

AT RGETS

3. PR•IMARY tAF1tT POPUlATION; : Dermrin the numbr tof noYlo subject
to exDOiufi ItDro a susECC ru samsi of halamout tutital•lCI to tthe H.

people a 10

'. SECONDARY TARGET POPULATION: DOerrmr.r the MifuM r of peoWe not
*ulaocea to be erou to rt a raleae ta air, Ind Nasagn the toter poAtlton
scOare ullr PA Tibll 2.

$. NEAREST INDIVIDUAL: H you have dmesified rav Pimery Tarei PaoJutior•
ior the air o•alhwly, isi4pnra awOr of o0: oltterwm, assign tiw Nelarsl
L-ra ?rua mc h tm Tmlje a

. PRIMARY SENSITIVE INVIRONMENTS: Sun the slMariv orronmewnt v*leS
OPA Table 5 aI wo UIanM 4•lqrg vlalu (PA lable 91 (or senvorimwnol srbpa
to ezpoiue IrmO a slipeCted relea41, to W&4 6ir.

Aaw. £vflwm..r f

as-~
7, SECONDARY SEtmVE DNViONMENT Use PA Tabke to to etermWie

fa aecn" for selondW4 watie Switorents.
A, RESOURCES

1r a
WASTE CHARACTERIST S

8. A. If you nrve 0or~4i4f any Prinry Taoret for ut air pafIly, asI•n Ut waser
olMrslctSticu= *•c c•a 1ated on n1ge 4. o a •WCe of 32, Wfchevr Is
GREATlEr so nwt eviat part • of e1i a v ets.

I. If Vyu her NO t orllfied any Prmary Target or oe air pathway, urM t
war* ctharactsrlUtaC es cacDto o• n aslp 4.

AfM PATHWAY SCORE:- LRx sT x WC
02.500
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PA TABLE 8: VALUES FOR SECONDARY AIR TARGET POPULATIONS
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PA TABLE 9: AIR PATHWAY VALUES
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PA TABLE 10; DISTANCE WEIG3HTS AND CALCULATIONS
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SITE SCORE CALCULATION

In the column labeled S, record the Ground Water Pathway score, the Surface Water Pathway score,
the Soil Exposure Pathway score, and the Air Pathway score. Square each pathway score and record
the result in the S2 column. Sum the squared pathway scores. Divide the sum by 4, and take the
square root of the result to obtain the Site Score.

SUMMARY

Answer the summary questions, which ask for a qualitative evaluation of the relative risk of targets
being exposed to a hazardous substance from the site. You may find your responses to these
questions a good cross-check against the way you scored the individual pathways, For example, if
you scored the ground water pathway on the basis of no suspected release and secondary targets
only, yet your response to question #1 is "yes," this presents apparently conflicting conclusions that
you need to reconsider and resolve. Your answers to the questions on page 24 should be consistent
with your evaluations elsewhere in the PA scoresheets package,
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SITE SCORE CALCULATION

GROUND WATER PATHWAY
SCORE (S.hI:

SURFACE WATER PATHWAY
SCORE IS.):

SOIL EXPOSURE PATHWAY
SCORE (S.):

AIR PATHWAY
SCORE (S,):

SITE SCORE:
S~ ,.+S,,,+,+S,,

4

SUMMARY

YES NO

1. IS there a high 0ossibnlty of a thrlla to any nearby ckinking waler w tsrll( try mgr•altion of

hazrrdous subsbtiane in ground water?

A. If vee, identify the wit(el.

B. If yes, how many people are served by the threatened we(ls)?

2. Is there a high po"shblirtyf a threat to sny of the following by hazardous sutanrice
migration In surface water?

A. Drinking water intaks 0 O
B. Fishery 0L
C. Sensitive nvironmrnt (warland, •riticl habitat, otherlls O
D. If yes. identify the tmrget()J.

3. Is thee a high possibity of an area of surficial contamination witin 2I00 fOt lf any
residne. schoal, or dayca.re I@cifbly? O C

If yes, identify the propcrtylies) ard astimite the aesocieted populationMl].

4, Are there public health concerns at this sit thal are not eddriesed by PA scoring
considerations? If yes, explain; O D
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Appendix

Appendix B: USGS Data Files

All of the fields in the USGS data files were reformatted in May 1996. They are now in a

'spreadsheet' format, in which all fields are separated by a TAB character. This method should

allow the data to be easily imported into a spreadsheet program on your computer.

The first line in each data file contains the 'headers', which is an 8 (or so) letter code describing

each data element. For example, the code for 'Commercial withdrawals, ground-water, fresh' is

'co-wgwfr'. Each line (record) in the data files begins with some descriptive information, such

as the state, year, and county or water-resources region code. There are headers for these items at

the beginning of the first line (the header line). These first few header codes vary by file type.

NOTE: The initial header information (first 4 or 5 items in each line) varies by file. The actual

code headers for the data elements are described in Appendix B.

The data elements with a "Entered by user" under the "HOW ELEMENT IS COMPUTED"

heading indicate data that has been compiled and entered manually into the files. A data element

that is not "Entered by user" was calculated by using other data values. For example, 'ps-popgw'

(index #3) and 'ps-popsw' (index #4) are summed to create 'ps-popto'. So, total public supply

population served is computed by summing the population served by ground water and the

population served by surface water.

A table of data elements, element codes and method of computation is in Appendix B.

Source: http://h2o.usgs.gov/public/watuse/data/wudict.txt
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Appendix C : Complete List of Water-Use Data
Elements
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Appendix

WATER-USE DATA ELEMENT

TOTAL POPULATION (in AREA, in

thousands)

PUBLIC SUPPLY:

Population served (thousands):

Water withdrawals, fresh

Water withdrawals, saline

Water withdrawals, total

Water deliveries:

Per capita use:

Number of facilities:

-- --- -"---

COMMERCIAL:

Self-supplied withdrawals:

Deliveries from water supply:

Total:

Consumptive use:

CODE

po-total

Ground Water

Surface Water

Total

Ground Water

Surface Water

Total, Fresh

Ground Water

Surface Water

Total Saline

Total Total

Public Use and Losses

Total Deliveries

Total, Gal/d

In Area

Water-Use Database

Ground Water

Surface Water

Total

Fresh

Withdr. + Deliveries

ps-popgw

ps-popsw

ps-popto

ps-wgwfr

ps-wswfr

ps-wtofr

ps-wgwsa

ps-wswsa

ps-wsato

ps-total

ps-loss

ps-deliv

ps-prcap

ps-facil

ps-facdb

co-wgwfr

co-wswfr

co-wtotl

co-psdel

co-total

co-cuse

INDEX HOW ELEMENT IS COMPUTED

2 Entered by user

Entered by user

Entered by user

3+4

Entered by user

Entered by user

6+7

Entered by user

Entered by user

9+10

6+7+9+10

12-21-30-44-71-93

13+21+30+44+71+93

12*1000/5

Entered by user

Entered by user

Entered by user

Entered by user

18+19

Entered by user

18+19+21

Entered by user
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Appendix

Population:

Water withdrawals:

Per capita use:

PUBLIC SUPPLIED:

Population:

Deliveries from water supply

Per capita use:

TOTAL:

Withdrawals + deliveries:

Consumptive use:

Thousands

Ground Water

Surface Water

Total

Gal/d

Thousands

Fresh

Gal/d

do-sspop

do-ssgwf

do-ssswf

do-sstot

do-sspcp

do-pspop

do-psdel

do-pspcp

do-total

do-cuse

2-5

Entered by user

Entered by user

25+26

(25+26)*1000/24

5

Entered by user

30*1000/29

25+26+30

Entered by user

INDUSTRIAL:

Self-supplied withdrawals:

I a II

Deliveries from water supply

Total, withdrawal+deliveries

Consumptive use

Number of facilities:

It ,, if

Ground Water, fresh

Ground Water, saline

Ground Water, total

Surface Water, fresh

Surface Water, saline

Surface Water, total

Total, Fresh

Total, Saline

Total, Total

Reclaimed Sewage

Fresh

Fresh

Fresh

Saline

Total

In Area

In Water-Use Database

in-wgwfr

in-wgwsa

in-wgwto

in-wswfr

in-wswsa

in-wswto

in-wtofr

in-wtosa

in-wtotl

in-recww

in-psdel

in-total

in-cufr

in-cusal

in-cuse

in-facil

in-facdb

Entered by user

Entered by user

34+35

Entered by user

Entered by user

37+38

34+37

35+38

34+35+37+38

Entered by user

Entered by user

34+37+44

Entered by user

Entered by user

46+47

Entered by user

Entered by user
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Appendix

THERMOELECTRIC POWER

(ELECTRIC):

All thermoelectric water use:

t! if if I!

Deliveries from water supply

Total: Withdrawal + deliv

Consumptive use

Total power generated:

Number of facilities:

"1 ," Io

Ground Water, fresh

Surface Water, fresh

Surface Water, saline

Surface Water, total

Total, Fresh

Total, Total

Fresh

Fresh

Fresh

Saline

Total

Gigawatthours/year

In Area

In Water-Use Database

pt-wgwfr

pt-wswfr

pt-wswsa

pt-wswto

pt-frtot

pt-wtotl

pt-psdel

pt-total

pt-cufr

pt-cusal

pt-cuse

pt-power

pt-facil

pt-facdb

65+79+87

66+88

67+89

66+67+88+89

65+66+79+87+88

65+66+67+79+80+87+88+89

71+93

65+66+71+79+87+88+93

73+82+95

74+83+96

73+74+82+83+95+96

76+84+98

77+85+99

78+86+100

THERMOELECTRIC POWER

(ELECTRIC), FOSSIL FUEL

Fossil fuel: Withdrawals

Deliveries from water supply

Total: Withdrawal + deliver

Consumptive use

Power generation

Number of facilities:

Ground Water, fresh

Surface Water, fresh

Surface Water, saline

Surface Water, total

Total, Fresh

Total, Total

Fresh

Fresh

Fresh

Saline

Total

Gigawatthours/year

In Area

pf-wgwfr

pf-wswfr

pf-wswsa

pf-wswto

pf-frtot

pf-wtotl

pf-psdel

pf-total

pf-cufr

pf-cusal

pf-cuse

pf-power

pf-facil

Entered by user

Entered by user

Entered by user

66+67

65+66

65+66+67

Entered by user

65+66+71

Entered by user

Entered by user

73+74

Entered by user

Entered by user
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In Water-Use Database pf-facdb 78 Entered by user

THERMOELECTRIC POWER

(ELECTRIC), GEOTHERMAL

Geothermal: Withdrawals

Consumptive use

Power generation

Number of facilities:

of I" of

Ground Water, fresh

Ground Water, saline

Total

Fresh

Saline

Gigawatthours/year

In Area

In Water-Use Database

pg-wgwfr

pg-wgwsa

pg-wtotl

pg-cufr

pg-cusal

pg-power

pg-facil

pg-facdb

Entered by user

Entered by user

79+80

Entered by user

Entered by user

Entered by user

Entered by user

Entered by user

THERMOELECTRIC POWER

(ELECTRIC), NUCLEAR:

Nuclear: Withdrawals

Deliveries from water supply

Total: Withdrawal + deliveries

Consumptive use

Power generation

Number of facilities:

u 1I "I

Ground Water, fresh

Surface Water, fresh

Surface Water, saline

Surface Water, total

Total, Fresh

Total, Total

Fresh

Fresh

Fresh

Saline

Total

Gigawatthours/year

In Area

In Water-Use Database

pn-wgwfr

pn-wswfr

pn-wswsa

pn-wswto

pn-frtot

pn-wtotl

pn-psdel

pn-total

pn-cufr

pn-cusal

pn-cuse

pn-power

pn-facil

pn-facdb

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

Entered by user

Entered by user

Entered by user

88+89

87+88

87+88+89

Entered by user

87+88+93

Entered by user

Entered by user

95+96

Entered by user

Entered by user

Entered by user

MINING:

Withdrawals: Ground Water, fresh mi-wgwfr 101 Entered by user
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Withdrawals, total:

Consumptive Use:

, ,t

Ground Water, saline

Ground Water, total

Surface Water, fresh

Surface Water, saline

Surface Water, total

Total, Fresh

Total, Saline

Total, Total

Fresh

Saline

Total

mi-wgwsa

mi-gwtot

mi-wswfr

mi-wswsa

mi-swtot

mi-frtot

mi-satot

mi-total

mi-cufr

mi-cusal

mi-cuse

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

Entered by user

101+102

Entered by user

Entered by user

104+105

101+104

102+105

101+102+104+105

Entered by user

Entered by user

110+111

LIVESTOCK:

Stock: Withdrawals:

Stock, consumptive use:

Animal specialties, withdrawals:

11 II Is

Animal specialties, consumptive use:

Total livestock: Withdrawals:

Total livestock, consumptive use:

Total livestock, consumptive use:

Ground Water

Surface Water

Total

Ground Water

Surface Water

Total

Ground Water

Surface Water

Total

Is-gwtot

Is-swtot

Is-total

Is-cuse

la-gwtot

la-swtot

la-total

la-cuse

Iv-gwtot

Iv-swtot

Iv-total

Iv-cuse

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

Entered by user

Entered by user

113+114

Entered by user

Entered by user

Entered by user

117+118

Entered by user

113+117

114+118

113+114+117+118

116+120

IRRIGATION

Withdrawals, fresh

Irrigated land, in 1000 acres:

Irrigated land, in 1000 acres:

Ground Water

Surface Water

Reclaimed Sewage

Total, Fresh

Sprayed

ir-wgwfr

ir-wswfr

ir-recww

ir-frtot

ir-spray

125

126

127

128

129

Entered by user

Entered by user

Entered by user

125+126

Entered by user
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Conveyance losses:

Consumptive use:

Flooded

Total

Total

ir-flood

ir-irrig

ir-convy

ir-cuse

130

131

132

133

Entered by user

129+130

Entered by user

Entered by user

HYDROELECTRIC POWER:

Water use:

Power generation:

Number of facilities:

If ,, if

SEWAGE TREATMENT:

Number of facilities:

Municipal system returns:

Number of facilities:

Reclaimed waste water (WW) from pub.

WW facilities

RESERVOIR EVAPORATION

Amt evaporated, (1000 acre ft):

Surface area, in 1000 acres:

Total

Gigawatthours/year

In Area

In Water-Use Database

Public

Industrial + Other

Total Number

In Water-Use Database

hy-total

hy-power

hy-facil

hy-facdb

ww-facpu

ww-facot

ww-facil

ww-retrn

ww-facdb

ww-recww

Fresh re-evap

re-area

Entered by user

Entered by user

Entered by user

Entered by user

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

Entered by user

Entered by user

138+139

Entered by user

Entered by user

Entered by user

Entered by user

Entered by user

TOTAL WATER USE:

Ground water, fresh

Ground water, saline

Ground water, total

Surface water, fresh

Surface water, saline

Surface water, total

to-gwfr

to-gwsal

to-totgw

to-swfr

to-swsal

to-totsw

6+18+25+34+65+79+87+101+113+117+125

9+35+80+102

6+9+18+25+34+35+65+79+80+87+101+

102+113+117+125

7+19+26+37+66+88+104+114+118+126

10+38+67+89+105

7+10+19+26+37+38+66+67+88+89+104+
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Total, fresh

Total, saline

Total, total

Reclaimed sewage

Consumptive use, fresh

Consumptive use, saline

Consumptive use, total

Conveyance losses

to-toffr

to-totsa

to-total

to-recww

to-cufr

to-cusal

to-cuse

to-convy

105+114+118+126

152 6+7+18+19+25+26+34+37+65+66+79+87+

153 9+10+35+38+67+80+89+102+105

154 6+7+9+10+18+19+25+26+34+35+37+38+65+

66+67+79+80+87+88+89+101+102+104+105+

113+114+117+118+125+126

155 43+127

156 23+33+46+73+82+95+110+116+120+133

157 47+74+83+96+111

158 23+33+46+47+73+74+82+83+95+96+110+

111+116+120+133

159 132

Source: http://h2o.usgs.gov/public/watuse/data/wudict.txt
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Appendix D: Microsoft Access Preliminary

Assessment Scoresheet Forms
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Form Name: Facility Information

Description: This form contains all data recorded in the General Information Section of the PA scoresheet.

Subforms: Facility Haz Subform (data based on GeneralSitelnfoFacilityHazSub table. This tables lists the
hazardous wastes at each facility).

Form Data: GeneralFacilityInformation table.

Events and Macros: The form is closed when the Close button is clicked.

Opened From: Review PA Sections form

Figure D1. General Facility Information Form
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Form Name: Source Evaluations

Description: This forms contains the data recorded in the source Evaluation section of the PA scoresheet.

Subforms: Source Subform

Form Data: GeneralFacilityInformation table.

Events and Macros: The form is closed when the Close button is clicked.

Opened From: Review PA Sections form

Figure D2. Source Evaluation Form
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Form Name: Surface Water Main

Description: This form contains just the surface water sketch for the facility and two buttons for opening the
Surface Water Criteria List and Surface Water Scoring.

Subforms: none

Form Data: GeneralFacilityInformation table.

Events and Macros: Clicking on the "Surface Water Criteria List" and "Surface Water Scoring" buttons opens the
SWCriteriaList and SWSS forms respectively. The corresponding macros are OpeningForms.SWCriteria and
OpeningForms.SWSS. These macros also synchronize the newly opened forms with the Surface Water Main form
so that the record pertaining to the same facility and site is viewed. The form is closed when the Close button is
clicked.

Opened From: Review PA Sections form

Figure D3. Main Surface Water Pathway Form
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Form Name: SWCriteriaList

Description: This form contains the information contained on the Surface Water Pathway Criteria List section of
the PA scoresheet

Subforms: SWPrimary Subform (data based on SWPrimaryTargetQuery query which is based on the
SurfaceWater-Primary Targets table and the Fac/SiteID from the GeneralInformation table).

Form Data: SurfaceWaterQuery query. This query essentially returns all data fields related to the Surface Water
Pathway.

Events and Macros: The form is closed when the Close button is clicked.

Opened From: Surface Water Main form

Figure D4. Surface Water Pathway Criteria List Form
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Form Name: SWScoresheet

Description: This form contains the data recorded in the Surface Water Pathway scoresheet.

Subforms: SWDrikingWater Subform (data based on SW-WaterBodies-DrinkingWaterThreat), SWHumanFood
Subform (data based on SW-WaterBodies-HumanFd/EnvThreat table), SWEnvironmental Subform (data based on
SW-WaterBodies-HumanFd/EnvThreat table)

Form Data: SurfaceWaterQuery query. This query essentially returns all data fields related to the Surface Water
Pathway.

Events and Macros: The form is closed when the Close button is clicked.

Opened From: Surface Water Main form

Figure D5. Surface Water Pathway Scoresheet Form
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Form Name: Ground Water

Description: This form contains information about the stratigraphy and aquifers on the facility and two buttons that
open the Ground Water Criteria List and Ground Water Scoresheet Forms

Subforms: none

Form Data: GroundWaterQuery query. This query essentially returns all data fields related to the Ground Water
Pathway.

Events and Macros: Clicking on the "Ground Water Criteria List" and "Ground Water Scoresheet" buttons opens
the GWCriteriaList and GWSS forms respectively. The corresponding macros are OpeningForms.GWCriteria and
OpeningForms.GWSS. These macros also synchronize the newly opened forms with the Ground Water form so that
the record pertaining to the same facility and site is viewed. The form is closed when the Close button is clicked.

Opened From: Review PA Sections form

Figure D6. Main Ground Water Pathway Form
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Form Name: GWCriteriaList

Description: This form contains the information contained on the GroundWater Pathway Criteria List section of the
PA scoresheet.

Subforms: GWPrimary Subform (data based on GWPrimary Target query which used the GroundWater-Primary
Targets table and the Fac/SitelD from the GeneralFacilityInformation table)

Form Data: GroundWaterQuery query. This query essentially returns all data fields related to the Ground Water
Pathway.

Events and Macros: The form is closed when the Close button is clicked.

Opened From: Ground Water

Figure D7. Ground Water Pathway Criteria List Form
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Form Name: GWScoresheet

Description: This form contains the data recorded in the Ground Water Pathway scoresheet.

Subforms: none

Form Data: GroundWaterQuery query. This query essentially returns all data fields related to the Ground Water
Pathway.

Events and Macros: The form is closed when the Close button is clicked.

Opened From: GroundWater

Figure D8. Ground Water Pathway Scoresheet Form
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Form Name: Site Information

Description: This form contains all the data stored in the GeneralSitelnformation table plus a list of facilities on that
site.

Subforms: Facilities Subform (data based on ListofSitesandFacilities query. This query consists of the data fields
Fac/SiteID and Facility Name from the GeneralFacilityInformation table and the Site Name data field from the
GeneralSitelnformation table.)

Form Data: GeneralSitelnformation table

Events and Macros: none

Opened From: Main Switchboard (from Figure 5.2. la)

Figure D9. General Site Information Form
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